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Abstract 
Aspect Oriented modeling (AOM) empowers software architects to isolate and work 

with cross-cutting concerns as aspect models, and methodically integrate them with the 

core system model using aspect composition techniques. The goal of this thesis is to com-

pose aspect models represented as UML sequence diagrams using transformation models 

written in ATL (Atlas Transformation Language). We propose and implement a Complete 

Composition Algorithm implemented using three ATL transformation models; namely 

JoinPointsCount, Instantiate, and Compose. The JoinPointsCount transformation determ-

ines the number of join points in the primary (core system) model. The Instantiate trans-

formation is used to instantiate generic aspect models in the context of the application us-

ing a set of binding rules defined in mark models to produce context specific aspect mod-

els. The Compose transformation then takes the primary model and context specific as-

pect model as inputs, and produces a composed (integrated) model. The composed model 

is validated using a custom Java package we created to check the model against a list of 

defined constraints. The implementation is tested using a pair of case studies and several 

test cases. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Aspect Oriented (AO) techniques have been successfully applied at the code level in 

Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) to help developers deal with scattered and en-

tangled code that results from trying to implement solutions for cross-cutting concerns. A 

concern is a system requirement or feature. Cross-cutting concerns are those concerns 

whose solutions are spread across components or modules of the core system functional-

ity (or architecture) [France+04]. These concerns include security, persistency, reliability, 

etc. Code that realizes these concerns ends up been scattered resulting in code that is not 

reusable, difficult to understand, and harder to maintain or modify [Colyer+05]. Object 

Oriented ( 0 0 ) techniques have proved inadequate in overcoming this problem. Pioneers 

of AOP introduced a programming construct named "aspect" to enhance 0 0 techniques 

and help modularize solutions to cross-cutting concerns. An aspect encapsulates code that 

instead of been scattered and duplicated across the application, is only invoked when 

needed and can be easily modified or replaced without affecting the main system. An as-

pect consists of a pointcut and an advice. The advice is the code that has to be executed 

while the pointcut is a condition that describes when and where the advice should be ex-

ecuted. 

Modern software systems are huge, complex, and greatly distributed. In having to 

design and model such systems, software architects are faced with the problem of cross-

cutting concerns much earlier in the development process. At this level, cross-cutting 

concerns result in model elements that cross-cut the structural and behavioral views of 

the system. Research has shown that AO techniques can also be applied to software mod-

els. This can greatly help software architects and developers to isolate, reason, express, 

conceptualize, and work with cross-cutting concerns separately from the core functional-

ity [Petriu+07]. This application of AO techniques much earlier in the development pro-

cess has spawned a new field of study called Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM). In 
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AOM, the aspect that encapsulates the cross-cutting behavior or structure is a model, just 

like the base system model it cross-cuts. A system been modeled has several views in-

cluding structural and behavioral views. Therefore, a definition of an aspect depends on 

the view of interest. Unified Modeling Language (UML) provides different diagrams to 

describe the different views. Class, Object, Composite Structure, Component, Package, 

and Deployment diagrams can be used to represent the structural view of a system or as-

pect. On the other hand, Activity, State Machine, and Interaction diagrams are used to 

model the behavioral view. Interaction diagrams include Sequence, Interaction Overview, 

Communication, and Timing diagrams. 

After reasoning and working with aspects in isolation, the aspect models eventually 

have to be combined with the base system model to produce an integrated system model. 

This merging of the aspect model with the base model is called Aspect Composition or 

Weaving. Several approaches have been proposed for aspect composition using different 

technologies/methodologies such as graph transformations [Whittle+07], matching and 

merging of model elements [Fleurey+07], weaving models [Didonet Del Fabro+06] and 

others. 

The goal of this thesis is to compose aspect models represented as UML sequence 

diagrams using transformation models written in ATL (Atlas Transformation Language). 

1.2 Thesis Motivation and Objectives 

Composing behavioral models (views) represented as UML Sequence diagrams is 

more complex than composing structural views. Not only is the relationships between the 

model elements important but the order is equally paramount. Several approaches have 

been proposed for composing behavioral aspects with core system behavior, and these in-

clude graphs transformations [Whittle+07] and generic weavers [Morin+08]. 

In this thesis we view composition as a form of model transformation. Aspect com-

position can be considered a model transformation since it transforms aspect and primary 

models to an integrated system model. Toward this end, we propose and focus on an ap-

proach that uses model transformations to compose both primary and aspect models rep-
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resented as UML Sequence diagrams (SDs). SDs modeling the primary model and gener-

ic aspect models are created using Graphical UML modeling tools like Rational Software 

Architect (RSA). Model transformations are then used to instantiate the generic aspect 

models in the context of the application to produce context specific aspect models. Bind-

ing rules used for instantiating the generic aspect are represented as mark models that 

conform to a metamodel. Using other model transformations, the context specific aspect 

models are then composed with the primary model to produce an integrated system mod-

el. 

Verification and validation is performed, not only to verify that composition was suc-

cessful, but also to ensure that the composed model is a valid UML model that can be 

processed further and shared with other researchers. 

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis 

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows: 

1. Proposed a formal definition of SDs (primary and aspect models) in terms of a se-

quence of interaction fragments. 

2. Proposed three algorithms for pointcut detection, advice composition, and com-

plete composition. 

3. Designed and implemented the Complete Composition algorithm to achieve com-

position of the primary model and generic aspect models represented as SDs. 

Composition is viewed as model transformation; hence, the algorithm is imple-

mented using model transformations written in ATL model transformation lan-

guage. 

4. Proposed and designed a simple metamodel for mark models. The metamodel is 

defined in Ecore, a metametamodel for the Eclipse Modeling Framework. The 

mark models are used to define the binding rules to instantiate generic aspect 

models. 
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5. Designed and implemented a custom Java package to validate the composed mod-

el. The Java classes check the composed model elements against a list of defined 

constraints designed to ensure that essential model elements are present in the 

composed model and that they are properly initialized. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 introduces current state of the art in 

AOM composition, Model Driven Engineering, ATL, Eclipse and other topics related to 

work done in the thesis. Chapter 3 introduces our AOM composition approach and in the 

process gives a definition of the primary model, generic and context specific aspect mod-

els, and mark models. The UML Interactions metamodel is also briefly looked at, and a 

formal notation introduced to formally define the primary and aspect models. Chapter 3 

then introduces the Pointcut Detection, Advice Composition and Complete Composition 

algorithms used for aspect composition. Chapter 4 discusses an implementation of the 

Complete Composition algorithm using ATL transformations. Chapter 5 describes case 

studies and test cases used for testing the implementation. This chapter also introduces 

how the composed models were validated using a custom Java package and an off-the-

shelf modeling tool (RSA). Chapter 6 summarizes the work done in the thesis and some 

open topics for future work. 
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 

This chapter looks at state of the art of Model Driven Engineering (MDE), Aspect-

Oriented Modeling, Aspect Composition, Atlas transformation language, and UML tools 

(Eclipse based). 

2.1 Model Driven Engineering/Development (MDE/MDD) 

In Model Driven Engineering (MDE) everything is a model. By a model, were are re-

ferring to a simplified view of a real world system of interest; that is, an abstraction of a 

system [SYSC 5708]. MDE considers models as the building blocks or first class entities 

[Didonet Del Fabro+06]. A model conforms to a metamodel while a metamodel conforms 

to a metametamodel. MDE is mainly concerned with the evolution of models as a way of 

developing software by focusing on models. With this new paradigm of software devel-

opment, the code will be generated automatically by model to code transformations. 

MDD is copyrighted term by Object Management Group (OMG). 

2.1.1 Model Transformation 

One of the most important operations in MDE/MDD is model transformation. There 

are different kinds of model transformations including model to code, model to text, and 

model to model. Our interest is in model to model transformations. Figure 2.1 shows the 

process of model transformation. Since every artifact in MDE is a model, the model 

transformation is also a model that conforms to a metamodel. The transformation model 

defines how to generate models that conform to a particular metamodel from models that 

conform to another metamodel or the same metamodel. In Figure 2.1, the transformation 

model Mt transforms Ma to Mb. Mt conforms to MMt while Ma and Mb conform to MMa 

and MMb respectively. The three metamodels conform to a common metametamodel 

MMM. 
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, 1 IN | OUT 1 
( Ma ) H Mt ) H Mb ) 

Figure 2.1: Overview of Model Transformation Adopted from [ATLUserGuide]. 

2.1.2 Model Driven Architecture (MDA) 

OMG's Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a term copyrighted by OMG that de-

scribes an MDE approach supported by OMG standards; namely, UML, Meta-Object Fa-

cility (MOF), MOF-Query/View/Transformation (QVT), XML Metadata Interchange 

(XMI) and Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) [SYSC 5708], MDA decouples the 

business and application logic from the underlying platform technology through the use 

of the Platform Independent Model (PIM), Platform Specific Model (PSM) and model 

transformations [SYSC 5708]. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between these models. 

Figure 2.2: MDA Models 

The PIM describes a software system independently of the platform that supports it 

while PSM expresses how the core application functionality is realized on a specific plat-

form. Given a specific platform, the PIM is transformed to PSM. Platform in this case 

refers to technological and engineering details that are independent of the core functional-

ity of the application; For example, middleware (e.g., CORBA), operating system (e.g., 

Linux), hardware, etc [SYSC 5708], 
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2.2 Aspect-Oriented (AO) Techniques/Technologies 

The size of modern software systems has increased tremendously. Software architects 

and developers have to design and develop systems that are not only enormous, but are 

more complex, and greatly distributed. These systems naturally have many cross-cutting 

concerns (requirements) whose solutions tend to cross-cut the base architecture and sys-

tem behavior. Such concerns include security, persistence, system logging, new features 

in software product lines, and many others. 

Aspect-Oriented techniques allow software developers and architects to reason, ex-

press, conceptualize, and work with multiple concerns separately [Groher+07] 

[Kienzle+09][ Petriu+07]. These techniques allow us to modularize concerns that we can-

not easily modularize with current Object-Oriented ( 0 0 ) techniques [Whittle+07]. The 

final system is then produced by weaving or composing solutions from separate concerns 

[Petriu+07]. Klein et al. point out that dividing and conquering these cross-cutting con-

cerns also allows us to better maintain and evolve software systems [Klein+07], 

2.2.1 Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) 

AOP applies AO techniques at code level [France+04][Kiczales+05][Petriu+07]. AOP 

was introduced by Gregor Kiczales [Kiczales+97] to enhance Object-Oriented Program-

ming to better handle cross-cutting concerns that cause code scattering and tangling, 

which leads to code that is very difficult to maintain and impossible to reuse or modify. 

AOP addresses these issues by introducing a class like programming construct called an 

aspect which is used to encapsulate cross-cutting concerns. Just like a class, an aspect has 

attributes (state) and methods (behavior). An aspect also introduces concepts well known 

to AO community; namely, join points, advice, and pointcut. Join points are points in the 

code where the cross-cutting behavior is to be inserted. AspectJ (a popular AOP Java 

tool) supports join points for method invocations, initializing of attributes, exception 

handling, etc [Colyer+05, 38]. 
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A pointcut is used to describe a condition that matches join points, that is, it is a way 

of defining join points of interest where we want to insert the cross-cutting functionality. 

This cross-cutting behavior to be inserted at a join point is defined in the advice. AspectJ 

supports before, after, and around advices [Colyer+05, 46], 

2.2.2 Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) 

AOSD applies AO techniques to the software development process. The final system 

is then produced by weaving or composing solutions for the separate concerns. Groher 

and Voelter believe that AOSD techniques improve re-usability, modularity and the ease 

of evolving a software system. 

2.2.3 Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM) 

Recent work in AO has focused on applying AO techniques much earlier in the devel-

opment process [Kienzle+09][Klein+07][Morin+08][Petriu+07], In AOM, Aspect-Ori-

ented techniques are applied to models (unlike AOP). Whittle et al. define an AO model 

as "a model that cross-cuts other models at the same level of afc?rac//o«"[Whittle+06], 

Aspects are considered models as well; hence, it makes sense to define (or abstract) other 

concepts such as pointcuts and advices as models. However, the precise definition of a 

joint point, pointcut or advice depends on our modeling view. For example, in a structural 

view, such as a class diagram, an aspect is defined in terms of classes and 

operations/methods whereas in a behavioral view, such as a sequence diagram, an aspect 

is defined in terms of messages and lifelines. 

This has resulted in several approaches to AOM most of which have focused on sep-

aration and weaving (composition) of structural (class diagrams) and behavioral views 

(sequence, activity, and state diagrams) [France+04][Kienzle+09][Klein+07][Petriu+07] 

[Whittle+07] [Woodside+09]. 

Earlier work by France et al. proposed an AOM approach that has a base/primary 

model, generic (reusable) aspect models, binding rules, and composition directives 

[France+04]. This approach focused on representing aspect models as UML class dia-
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grams and UML 1 .x collaboration diagrams (communication diagrams in UML 2.x). The 

primary model describes the base architecture of the system been modeled (without 

cross-cutting concerns). Generic aspect models describe the cross-cutting concerns. They 

are defined with templates parameters using a notation adapted from UML templates 

[France+04], The main idea is that a generic aspect is first instantiated by been bound 

(using the binding rules) to the application context to create a context specific aspect 

model. The context specific aspect model is then composed with the primary model with 

the help of the composition directives to produce a complete system model [France+04]. 

If there are several context specific aspects models, the composition directives, amongst 

other things, should specify the order in which the aspects will be composed because 

there could be interference and dependencies between the aspect models [Kienzle+09] 

[Whittle+07], 

Kienzle et al. take the approach by France et al. further, and propose a Reusable As-

pect Model (RAM) approach where an aspect is defined as functionality or any concern 

that can be reused [Kienzle+09]. RAM combines the structural view (class diagram) and 

the behavioral views (sequence and state diagrams) of an aspect into one package-able 

model [Kienzle+09], In both views, the aspect consists of a pointcut and advice whose 

definition depends on the view of interest. For example, in a state diagram a pointcut 

defines transitions and states that must be present in the primary model state diagram 

while the advice consists of a state diagram that will be composed at the join point 

matched by the pointcut [Kienzle+09]. However, in the sequence diagram view the 

pointcut is defined in terms of a sequence diagram with lifelines and a sequence of mes-

sages between the lifelines. Similarly the advice is also defined as a sequence diagram 

that will be weaved at the join points. This definition of a pointcut and advice in sequence 

diagrams is also used by [Klein+07] and it is the approach we have adapted in our work. 

In RAM, the classes, operations, states, messages and lifelines that are not complete 

are known as mandatory instantiation parameters and are identified by a prefix character 

to the names [Kienzle+09] similar to template parameters in [France+04], These 

reusable aspects are first instantiated using specified bindings, and then weaved with 
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base/primary model. Class diagrams are composed using Kompose [Fleurey+07] [Jean-

neret+08] while the state and sequence diagrams are weaved using GeKo [Morin+08]. 

Whittle et al. believe that the above approaches are not scalable because for a system 

with many aspects and join points, instantiating each aspect (generic or reusable) can be 

tedious [Whittle+06]. They represent and weave aspects using graph transformations 

where a graph transformation is a rule consisting of a left-hand side (LHS) or pattern 

graph, and a right-hand side (RHS) or replacement graph [Whittle+06], They argued that 

any UML diagram can be described as a graph, therefore, transformations of UML mod-

els can be represented as a graph with model elements as nodes and associations (rela-

tionships) between the elements interpreted as links [Whittle+06]. 

2.2.4 Aspect Composition in AOM 

Several approaches have been proposed for composing aspects in AOM. These in-

clude using graph transformations [Gong08][Whittle+07], semantics [Klein+06], execut-

able class diagrams (ECDs) [Barais+08], weaving models [Didonet Del Fabro+06], gen-

eric approaches and frameworks [Fleurey+07][Morin+08], etc. Composition primarily in-

volves deciding what has to composed, where to compose, and how to compose [Jeanner-

et+08]. Aspect composition can either be symmetric or asymmetric. In symmetric com-

position, there is a clear distinction between the models to be composed; that is, one mod-

el plays the role of a base model while the other is declared an aspect model 

[Jeanneret+08]. That distinction is absent in asymmetric composition. 

Xweave supports asymmetric composition of both models and metamodels 

[Groher+07]. This weaver can only handle metamodels that conform to Ecore (a meta-

metamodel for the Eclipse Modeling Framework) or instances of those metamodels since 

Xweave is based on Ecore [Groher+07], Pointcuts can be specified in two ways; namely, 

signature matching, and explicit pointcut expressions. Name or signature matching in-

volves comparing the name and type of a base model element with that of the aspect 

model before deciding to compose. Pointcut expressions are defined in openArchitecture-

Ware [Oaw], an OCL based language. Currently Xweave cannot remove or override ex-
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isting base model elements but can only add new elements. 

Recent work by Whittle et al. in [Whittle+07] introduces and describes an AOM tool 

called MATA (Modeling Aspects Using a Transformation Approach) that uses graph 

transformations to define and compose aspects [Whittle+07], MATA is built on top of Ra-

tional Software Modeler, and relies on a graph execution tool [Whittle+07]. Pointcuts are 

defined as a LHS graph of the graph rule while the RHS describes the new model ele-

ments to be inserted or removed [Whittle+07]. There is no distinct notion of a join point 

unlike in other approaches. MATA considers composition an instance of model trans-

formation. In MATA, a rule is given in one diagram that is decorated with a profile that 

defines three stereotypes; namely, « c r e a t e » , « d e l e t e » and « c o n t e x t » . The « c r e -

a t e » stereotype identifies the new elements to be created by the rule while « d e l e t e » is 

used to mark elements that will be removed by the rule. The « c o n t e x t » is used to 

identify elements that should not be affected by the other two stereotypes. This way 

MATA packages "what", "where", and "how" to compose into a single module (rule). 

Jeanneret et al. point out that although this may be convenient, it is less flexible and diffi-

cult to maintain [Jeanneret+08]. MATA is able to compose both structural (class dia-

grams) and behavioral views (state and sequence diagrams). The use of graphs in MATA 

means that this approach can easily detect conflicts between interacting aspects (graphs) 

using the Critical Pair Analysis (CPA) technique [Whittle+07]. 

Kompose is a model composition tool implemented in Kermata [Kompose]. Like oth-

er symmetric approaches, Kompose does not offer mechanisms to make aspects reusable. 

It achieves composition in two steps: signature matching and merging [Fleurey+07]. 

Matching is modeling language specific whereas merging is language independent 

[Fleurey+07]. Kompose matches (comparing signatures) elements from the input models 

been processed. Matched elements are merged to create the composed model 

[Jeanneret+08]. The process is iterative and recursive. Kompose has pre-merge and post-

merge directives to tweak the model before and after composition, and also to help re-

solve conflicts that might arise during composition [Fleurey+07][Jeanneret+08]. 
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The Atlas Model Weaver (AMW) is used to manually establish links between models 

to create a weaving model that conforms to a weaving metamodel [Didonet Del 

Fabro+06][Jeanneret+08]. The weaving model is then used to create an ATL transforma-

tion that will merge the input models. The weaving model describes how to compose, 

whereas the ATL transformation defines where to compose [Jeanneret+08], The exact 

location where elements are inserted is unclear but seem to depend on the ATL transform-

ation [Jeanneret+08], 

2.3 Atlas Transformation Language 

The Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) is a model transformation language from 

the ATLAS INRIA & LIN A research group [ATLUserManual], The language is both de-

clarative and imperative, and allows developers to transform a set of input models to a 

number of output target models [ATLUserManual], In ATL, source or input models can 

only be navigated but cannot be modified [Jouault+05] whereas target models are write-

only and cannot be navigated [Jouault+05], Figure 2.3 below shows an overview of an 

example of an ATL transformation (Family2Person) from [ATL Examples] that trans-

forms a Family model to a Person model. 

Figure 2.3: Overview of the Family to Person ATL Transformation. 

The Family model conforms to a MMFamily metamodel whereas the Person model 

conforms to a MMPerson metamodel. The ATL, MMFamily, and MMPerson metamodels 
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all conform to the Ecore metametamodel which is a metamodel for the Eclipse Modeling 

Framework. Families2Persons.atl is an ATL model or program that transforms a Family 

model to a Person model. 

ATL has three types of units that are defined on separate files [ATLUserGuide]; 

namely, ATL modules, queries and libraries. ATL has types and expressions that are based 

on the Object Constraint Language (OCL) from OMG [ATL Manual]. ATL has primitive 

types (Numeric, String, Boolean), collection type (sets, sequences and bags) and other 

types, all of which are sub-types of the OCLAny abstract super-type. An ATL module or 

program, like Families2Persons.atl in the previous example, defines a model to model 

transformation [Jouault+05]. It consists of a header, helpers (attribute and operation help-

ers) and transformation rules (matched, called and lazy rules) [ATL_Manual] 

[Jouault+05], The header defines the module's name, and the input and target models. 

ATL operation helpers are more like functions or Java methods, and can be invoked from 

rules and other helpers. Attribute helpers unlike operation helpers do not take any argu-

ments. All helpers are, however, recursive and must have a return value. 

Rules define how input models are transformed to target models. They are the core 

construct in ATL [Jouault+05]. ATL supports both declarative and imperative rules. De-

clarative rules include matched rules and lazy rules. Lazy rules are similar to matched 

rules but can only be invoked from other rules. A matched rule consists of source pattern 

and target pattern [Jouault+05]. A source pattern is defined as an OCL expression and 

defines what type of input elements will be matched [ATLUserGuide]. The target pattern 

defines the type of target elements to be generated, and how their attributes or features 

will be initialized [ATL Manual], The code snippet on the next page is an example of a 

simple matched rule. The rule is named Classes as shown on line 1. Line 2 shows the 

rule's source pattern while line 3 defines the rule's target pattern. Imperative rules are re-

ferred to as called rules. They have arguments just like procedures [Jouault+05], The use 

of called rules is not encouraged and should only be explored if declarative rales cannot 

be used. This is because called rules can lead to performance degradation of the ATL en-

gine [ATL_Manual] [Jouault+05], 
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1. rule Classes { 

2 . from s : UML2!Class ( s.oclIsTypeOf(UML2!Class) 

3. to t : UML2!Class 

4. name <- thisModule.getBinding(s.name), 

5. ownedOperation <- s.ownedOperation, 

6. vis ib i l i ty <- s .v i s ib i l i ty , 

7. isAbstract <- s.isAbstract, 

8 ownedAttribute <- s.ownedAttribute 

9 

10 

An ATL model is compiled, and then executed on the ATL engine that has two model 

handlers; namely, EMF (Eclipse Modeling framework) and MDR (Meta Data repository) 

[ATL Manual]. Model handlers provide a programming interface for developers to ma-

nipulate models [Jouault+05]. The EMF handler allows for manipulation of Ecore models 

while MDR allows the ATL engine to handle models that conform to the MOF 1.4 (Meta 

Object Facility) metametamodel [ATL Manual], For example, the ATL transformation in 

Figure 2.3 on page 12 would require an EMF model handler since the metamodels con-

form to Ecore. 

ATL has an integrated development environment (IDE) that is built on top of Eclipse. 

We will briefly talk about Eclipse in the next section. The IDE has a source code editor, 

Console view, Error log view, Properties view, Navigator, Outline and Problems view. 

Most of these features are standard in Eclipse based IDEs. Figure 2.4 on the next page 

shows a screen shot of the ATL IDE showing some of the components of the IDE. 
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Figure 2.4: A screen shot of the ATL IDE. 

2.4 Eclipse 

Eclipse is an open source platform for software and tool development. Implemented 

in Java, it is probably best known as a Java IDE [EclipseProject]. However, Eclipse also 

supports development of PHP, C/C++, J2EE and other applications. Eclipse has web 

tools, modeling tools, source version control tools and many other tools. It has excellent 

support for the development of IDEs including the ATL IDE. Since Eclipse is written in 

Java, it is platform independent and can run on all operating systems that have Java sup-

port. It is highly extensible through the use of plug-ins like the UML2 plug-in. Plug-ins 

are, of course, written in Java using Eclipse's plug-in Development Environment (PDE). 
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Chapter 3 : Our Approach to AOM Composition 
This chapter introduces our approach to AOM composition of UML interactions in 

the form of Sequence Diagrams (SDs). We begin by describing our definition of a 

Primary Model, a Generic and Context Specific Aspect Model, a join point, a pointcut, 

and an advice. We also discuss the instantiation and binding of a generic aspect model to 

the context of the application. This will be achieved with the help of an example. We will 

also look at some of the useful metaclasses from the UML Metamodel defined in the 

UML superstructure specification [OMG09]. 

Our approach shown in the Figure 3.1 is an adaptation of the approach proposed by 

Petriu et al. in [Petriu+07]. 

Using a UML modeling tool, like RSA (Rational Software Architect) from IBM, the 

primary and generic aspect models are modeled in UML and then exported to a UML 2.1 

(.uml) format file. The mark model is created in an XMI file. The Instantiate and Com-

pose operations in Figure 3.1 are defined as ATL model transformations. We first instanti-

ate a generic aspect model to the context of the application by using a model transforma-

tion that takes the primary, generic aspect and mark models as input, and transforms them 

to a context specific aspect model. We then invoke a second transformation that will take 

as input the newly created context specific aspect model and the primary model, and then 

UML Tool e.g. 
RSA 

•Impart Validate and verify-

Figure 3.1: Our AOM Composition Approach. 
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output a composed target model. 

3.1 Example 

Let us introduce a simple example to provide a better view of our approach and the 

definitions of the various concepts used in the approach. This example is adapted from 

Klein et al. [Klein+07]. It illustrates the weaving of a simple security aspect into a 

primary model. This is a basic example but more complex and interesting examples will 

be tackled in Chapter 5 when we test our implementation. 

3.1.1 Primary Model 

The primary model consists of a single scenario. In fact, our composition approach 

assumes that the primary model has only one SD and models a particular instance of a 

use case. This example consists of a login scenario shown in Figure 3.2 below. 

S login 

: § customer:Customer j § server:Server 
i i i 

1: login ( id = "user l " ) 
'T ? 2: try_agaln ( e r r j d = 1 ) 

3: login ( i d = "user2") 

4: ok ( ) 

Figure 3.2: A Login Scenario for a Security Aspect Example (Primary Model). 

The model shows a simple iteration between instances of Server and Customer. The 

Customer attempts to login into the Server by sending a login message. The Customer's 

login details are incorrect; hence, the Server sends a try_again message to the Customer 

to attempt another login. The Customer then sends a login message with the correct de-

tails this time and the Server responds with an ok message. 
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3.1.2 Generic Aspect Model 

The primary model does not have any security features. We want to add some security 

mechanism to the scenario so that when a customer attempts to login and fails, the system 

should do something about that exception. We can model this security mechanism as a 

Security Aspect model that will detect a presence of a message from the Customer to the 

Server, and a reply from the Server back to the Customer. The presence of this sequence 

of messages or the pattern to detect is defined in the aspect's pointcut. The "something" 

that we want done, that is, the new behavior we want to add to the primary model to en-

hance security, is defined in the aspect's advice. However, to make the aspect reusable 

and more useful, it has to be generic but not specific to our example or situation. This 

way we can reuse the aspect and in different situations and scenarios. 

To create a generic aspect we adopt the use of template parameters used by France et 

al. [France+04] and others [Kienzle+09][Petriu+07] to define generic roles played by the 

participants and messages in the generic aspect model. These generic roles are then 

bound to specific roles (names) when the generic aspect is instantiated. Figure 3.3 shows 

the pointcut and advice that make up our generic security aspect model. It should be 

noted that in case of multiple aspects, each aspect will be modeled separately. The life-

lines (participants) and messages in the model are made generic. The pointcut in Figure 

3.3a defines that the aspect detects any sequence of messages between a lifeline that 

plays the role of |client and lifeline that plays the role of |server such that |client sends a 

message tied to the role |operation and |server responds with |retry. During instantiation 

these template parameters (roles) will be set (bound) to concrete names of appropriate 

lifelines and messages. 

As already mentioned, the advice represents the new or additional behavior we want 

executed if the pointcut matches, that is, if we find the sequence of messages defined in 

the pointcut in our primary model. An advice can also say how the existing behavior will 

be overwritten or removed. The advice in Figure 3.3b declares that we want |server to in-

voke a self call after receiving |operation and before sending |retry to |client. So our ad-

vice in this case adds new behavior (the |handle_error self call). The idea is that during 
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composition, as we shall see later, we replace whatever was matched by pointcut with 

what is defined in the advice. 

ED Pointcut 

i Q |client: |Client |seiver:|Server 

P i Advice 

1: |operation ( ) 

2: | retry ( ) 

Idient: iClient i i Q |server;|Server 

1: [operation ( ) . i 

(a) Pointcut 

3: Iretry ( ) 

|handle_error ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure 3.3: Generic Aspect Model. 

3.1.3 Context Specific Aspect Model 

Before an aspect can be composed with the primary model, the generic aspect model 

must first be instantiated to the context of the application to produce a Context Specific 

Aspect Model. This is achieved by "binding" the template parameters to application spe-

cific values. For example, we want to bind "customer" to |client because in our primary 

model, customer plays the role of | client. In fact we can define the bindings (binding 

rules) as in Table 1 to instantiate our generic aspect model to our situation. 

Instantiating our generic aspect model using the bindings in Table 1, we obtain the 

context specific aspect model shown in Figure 3.4. The pointcut from the context specific 

aspect will then match the sending of a login message from customer to server and a 

try_again message from server back to customer, which is what we want. Its advice de-

clares that the save_bad_attempt self call will be added to the server hopefully for the 

server to do something useful and security related. 
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Parameter Binding value Comment 

|client customer Lifeline object name. 

| server server Lifeline object name. 

| Client Customer The name of the type for the lifeline object. 

|Server Server The name of the type for the lifeline object. 

| operation login 

|reply try_again 

|handle_error save_bad_attempt 

Table 1: Example of Security Aspect Binding Rules 

bil Pointcut 

j eustomenCustomer i \ y server:Server 
1: login ( ) 

2: try_again ( ) 

(a) Pointcut 

P~i Advice 

I customer ;Customer • t=i servet: Server 

login ( ) 

save_bad_attemp 

try_again ( ) 

t ( 

(b) Advice 

Figure 3.4: Context Specific Aspect Model. 

3.1.4 Binding and Mark Model 

In our AOM composition approach, the instantiation of the generic aspect model is 

achieved through the use of ATL transformations as mentioned earlier. ATL manipulates 

models only. Therefore, we have to abstract the binding rules as a model. One way of 

achieving this is by using mark models which can be considered part of the OMG's MDA 

standard [Happe+09]. Happe et al. use mark models to parameterize their transforma-

tions. We use mark models to capture binding rules. We will discuss how we achieved 

this in next chapter. 
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3.1.5 Model Composition 

After instantiating a context specific aspect model, a complete integrated system is 

obtained by composing the primary model with the context specific aspect model. We 

view composition as a form of model transformation as shown in Figure 3.5. Therefore, 

our aim is to transform the input models (Primary and Context Specific Aspect) to a tar-

get composed model. 

Figure 3.5: Aspect Composition as an ATL model transformation. 

As shown in Figure 3.5, both the input and output models conform to an EMF imple-

mentation of the UML metamodel specification while our ATL program or model con-

forms to the ATL metamodel. All the metamodels conform to the EMF's Ecore meta-

metamodel. 

As in other aspect composition approaches [Barais+08][Kienzle+09][Klein+07][Mor-

in+08][Petriu+07][Straw+04][Whittle+07], composition has to be performed on different 

views, that is, structural or behavioral views. Our main focus is on the behavioral view. 

Composition inevitably results in some model elements been replaced, removed, added or 

merged [Morin+08][Gong08]. Similarly in our approach, all model elements from the 

context specific aspect model that are not already in the primary model, will be added to 

the composed model but elements common to both models will be merged. All join point 

model elements (from primary model) are replaced by advice elements. The rest of the 

elements from the primary model will be added to the composed model. 
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3.1.6 Behavior Composition 

The primary and aspect models are behavioral views of our system and cross-cutting 

concerns modeled as Sequence diagrams (SDs). In UML version 2.x, SDs and Commu-

nication diagrams are known as Interaction diagrams. Both diagrams can be used to mod-

el behavior, however, our interest is in SDs. Composing these SDs is viewed as a model 

transformation. A pattern of model elements from the primary model that matches the 

pointcut SD from the context specific aspect model is replaced by the advice SD from the 

same aspect model. This is achieved by implementing a model transformation in ATL that 

takes the primary and context specific aspect model as input, and produces a composed 

model as output as described earlier. The details of the implementation are described in 

next chapter. 

3.2 Interactions Metamodel 

A formal definition of our models and the proposed algorithm (for matching and com-

posing) are based on UML metamodel classes. The specification for the UML metamodel 

[OMG09] is enormous and also includes metaclasses for other UML diagrams that we are 

not interested in. Therefore, it makes sense to look only at some of the important classes 

whose objects are used in creating SDs. 

SDs, just like Interaction Overview Diagrams, Communication Diagrams and Timing 

Diagrams can be used to display interactions between objects [OMG09]. SDs are used to 

show a sequence of message exchanges or interactions among objects (so called parti-

cipants or lifelines) in a system [Pilone+05][OMG()9]. A sequence diagram shows the or-

der in which messages are exchanged among participants; hence, order is crucial 

[Hamilton+06][Pilone+05]. The messages or interactions, to be precise, on a specific life-

line are totally ordered but interactions between two lifelines are partially ordered. The 

most important model elements in a SD are probably lifelines (participants), messages, 

message ends, and the enclosing interaction. Figure 3.6 is a simplified class diagram of 

the Interactions Metamodel showing the relationships among the metaclasses for these 

model elements. 
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0 . . 2 
MessageEnd 

•H receiveEvent 

Figure 3.6: Simplified Metamodel for Sequence Diagrams. 

A complete description of each metaclass can be obtained from the UML specifica-

tion [OMG09]. The InteractionFragment abstract class represents a general concept of an 

interaction [OMG09]. An Interaction is a sub class of InteractionFragment that repres-

ents the modeled behavior or interactions (exchange of messages) between participants 

(lifelines) [OMG09]. An Interaction essentially encloses Messages, Lifelines and other In-

teractionFragments. The enclosed InteractionFragments are stored in an ordered list ref-

erenced by the fragment role. This ordering is exploited in our algorithms for matching 

and composing SDs. A Message models the kind of communication between participants 

[OMG09]. There are five main types of messages; namely, synchronous, asynchronous, 

delete, create, and reply messages [Hamilton+06]. Each message is accompanied by a 

pair of MessageOccurrenceSpecifications (MOSs). The sendEvent MOS represents the 

sending of the message while receiveEvent MOS models the reception of the message. 

Each MOS also has a reference to the lifeline for which the message is received or sent 

from through the covered association. In return, each Lifeline has a reference to a list of 

InteractionFragments or specializations of InteractionFragment (including MOSs), 

which cover the lifeline, through the coveredBy association. This list is ordered which 

means that if MOS 1 (representing the sending of message 1) is ahead of MOS2 (on the 

lifeline's coveredBy list), representing the reception of message2, then message 1 is sent 
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before message2 is received by the lifeline. Each Lifeline has a Property (a Connect-

ableElement) that defines the participant (name and type) been represented by the life-

line. Many MOSs can have a reference to an event that is related to the message. Figure 

3.7 shows Event classes and their hierarchy. 

Event i 

i ExecutionEvent h CreationEvent : i MessageEvent i i DestructionEvent j 

SendOperationEvent SendSignalEvent I ReceiveOperationEvent ReceiveSignalEvent — * — — — — j — — ' >— —» ; ! I I ! 
4 ' + operation 2 <J/+signal ^ \i/+ operation 1 signal 

i Operation i Signal Operation ! : Signal ; 

Figure 3.7: Events Classes Hierarchy. 

The events that we are interested in are specializations of the MessageEvent abstract 

class mainly the SendOperationEvent (SOE) and ReceiveOperationEvent (ROE) classes. 

These types of events occur during the sending or receiving of a request for an operation 

invocation [OMG09]. 

Another specialization of InteractionFragment is the CombinedFragment (CF) class 

which was introduced in UML to help manage complex SDs [Hamilton+06]. Combined-

Fragments are essentially containers for interactions with operators [Pilone+05]. Figure 

3.8 shows the relationship between the CF class and other metaclasses. There are several 

kinds of CFs including alt (if-else like) and loop (for-loop like). CombinedFragments 

own InteractionOperands. The InteractionOperands in return own other fragments 

(MOSs and CombinedFragments) in an ordered list. Each InteractionOperand has an op-

tional guard condition (an InteractionContraint) which determines whether a combined 

fragment can be invoked [Pilone+05]. 
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Figure 3.8: CombinedFragments and Related Metaclasses. 

3.3 Sequence Diagram (SD) Composition 

3.3.1 Composition Overview 

As previously described, our AOM approach has a primary model, one or more gen-

eric aspect models and a mark model. The primary model describes the core system func-

tionality (behavior) without cross-cutting concerns. The generic aspect models describes 

(encapsulate) cross-cutting concerns which could otherwise be scattered across our core 

functionality; for example, new features (in software product lines), security, persistence, 

etc. Before composing the primary model with an aspect model, we first instantiate the 

generic aspect model in the context of the application with the help of a mark model. We 

employ an ATL transformation model that takes the primary, generic aspect, and mark 

models as input, and produces a context specific aspect model as output. We would like 

to point out that the mark model does not necessarily have to specify all the bindings for 

the template parameters in cases where some of the bindings can be matched or implied 

from the primary model. A second ATL transformation model then takes as input the 

primary and context specific models to produce the composed model. Defining a generic 

aspect improves re-usability since the same aspect can be instantiated and then composed 

with the primary model multiple times until a complete integrated system model is ob-

tained. 
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Since we are mainly interested in the behavioral view (of our primary and aspect 

models), our work is mainly focused on the composition of interactions diagrams in the 

form of SDs. As described earlier, the aspect model consists of a pointcut and an advice 

defined as SDs where the pointcut is the behavior to detect and the advice is the new be-

havior to compose or weave at the join points [Klein+07]. Before composing, we first 

have to identify all our join points by matching the pointcut SD with the primary model. 

The pointcut SD consists of message or a sequence of messages between lifelines; there-

fore, we want to find the occurrence of these sequences of messages in the primary model 

and then insert the defined cross-cutting behavior (defined in the advice SD) at every join 

point. Composition is essentially inserting this new behavior; that is, composition is 

achieved by replacing the join points with the advice SDs. 

Before instantiating a generic aspect, we first have to ensure that the aspect can be ap-

plied to the primary model; that is, whether its pointcut matches. A formal definition of 

matching will be given later. Also during composition we have to find where to weave. 

This makes pointcut detection or finding join points a core operation. The algorithm de-

signed for pointcut detection manipulates the SD metaclasses by exploiting the relation-

ship between InteractionFragments and their ordered list of fragments in an interaction. 

It also makes use of the fact that a sequence of messages (and indeed a SD) is essentially 

a list of ordered fragments. Even though these fragments include BehaviorExecutionSpe-

cifications and ExecutionOccurrenceSpecifications, we have realized that we can ignore 

these two types of fragments and still retain the essence of an SD. The pointcut detection 

algorithm finds join points for both instantiation and composition operations; therefore, 

aspect model here refers to either a generic or a context specific aspect model. 

3.3.2 Useful Notation 

Let us first introduce the following set like notation: 

Let, 

• P be a sequence of fragments, that is, InteractionFragments (CombinedFragments 

and MOSs), from the aspect's pointcut SD. 
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• A be a sequence of fragments from the aspect's Advice SD. 

• C be a sequence of fragments from the primary model SD. 

Note that a sequence is an ordered collection/list. 

Then, P = Sequence{fi, ..., fv} where v|/ = number of fragments in P and fi is either a 

CombinedFragment (CF) or a MessageOccurrenceSpecification (MOS), such that, 

fi = If instance of where 

CF(0, A) CF O is a sequence of operands in the CF and each oper-

and is also a sequence of fragments just like P. This is 

the case with nested CFs. 

A is a list of lifelines covered by the CF. 

MOS(Li,Ei,Mi) MOS Li is a lifeline covered by f . 

E; is an event associated with f,. 

Mi is a message associated with f . 

and, 

C = Sequence {ci, 

a MOS, such that, 

.., c j where |i = = number of fragments in C and c, is also either a CF or 

Ci = If instance of where 

CF(0, A) CF O is a sequence of operands in the CF and each oper-

and is also a sequence of fragments just like C. This 

is the case with nested CFs. 

A is a set of lifelines covered by the CF. 

MOS(Li,Ei,M0 MOS Li is a lifeline covered by Ci, 

Ei is an event associated with c,. 

Mi is a message associated with Ci. 
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3.3.3 Aspect and Primary Models Definition 

Using the above notation, we will define an aspect model as a pair of fragment se-

quences, that is, Aspect = (P, A) where P and A are the sequences defined earlier. This 

definition is adapted from Klein et al. in [Klein+06] and [Klein+07]; However, Klein et 

al. define a simple SD as a tuple that consists of a set of lifelines, a set of events, a set of 

actions and partial ordering between the messages [Klein+07], This is different from our 

definition of a sequence of fragments. Using our definition, the primary model = C, a se-

quence of fragments from the primary model SD. 

Then our pointcut P matches C if and only if there exists two sub-sequences Mi and 

M2 in C such that, 

c = m, e p e m2, 

where © denotes a union of sequences. A © B returns a sequence composed of all ele-

ments of A followed by the elements of B. 

If the P matches C several times, say n times, then we can say, 

C = M i © P f f i M 2 © ... ©M n ©P©M n + i . 

This definition is an adaptation of the definition given by Klein et al. in [Klein+06], 

3.3.4 Join Point Definition 

Part of the sequence C that corresponds or matches P is the join point. In other 

words, a join point is a sub sequence of C that is equal to the sequence P. Equal here 

means that fragments at the same corresponding location in P and join point (same index 

on either sequences) are equal. For example, if elements at position 1 in P and in the join 

point are both MOSs, they can only be equal if and only if they cover similar lifelines 

(same name and type), have the same message, and have other features that are similar. 

More details for checking for equality will be given in the design and implementation 

chapter. 
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Since the size (number of fragments) of P, hence the size of a join point, is fixed we 

can afford to keep track of only fragments at the beginning of each join point. With this 

assumption we can define; 

S = Sequence{si, ... ,sn}, a sequence of fragments at the beginning of each join point 

where n > 1 is number of join points matched by P. 

A join point, J, is then given by a sub sequence of C from index of Sj in S to the index of Si 

plus \|/ minus 1. That is, if; 

Xj = indexOf(si) and 

yi = X; + v|/ -1 , where y = number of elements in P, then, 

J; = C->subSequence(xi,yi) for 1 < i > n 

3.3.5 Pointcut Detection Algorithm 

The pseudo code for the algorithm that detects or matches pointcuts and returns S is 

given below. The algorithm begins by creating an empty sequence S on line 2. It then it-

erates over all fragments Ci in C checking if C; is equal to fi, the first element in our 

pointcut P on line 9. If the elements are not equal, the algorithm moves to the next c,. 

However, if the fragments (ci and fi) are equal, it obtains Ji, a sub sequence of C starting 

from Cj and with the same size as P, on line 10. 

Algorithm-1 Pointcut Detection Algorithm 

Input : P = Sequence{fi,..., fv}, C = Sequence{ci,..., c j 

where \|/ = number of fragments in P, and (a = number of fragments in C 

Output : S = Sequence{si,... ,sn} 

1. begin 

2. S = Sequence{} 

3. fo reach c; in C do 
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4. //compute the location of the end of the potential join point 

5. k = i + \|/-l 

6. if k > [A then //make sure we have a valid location 

7. break 

8. end if 

9. if Ci = fi then 

10. Ji = C->subSequence(i,k) II Potential join point 

11. /* check if fragment at the same location in P is equal to the 

12. corresponding element in the join point */ 

13. ifpairWiseMatch(P, Ji) then 

14. S->enqueue(Ci) 

15. end if 

16. end if 

17. end loop 

18. return S 

20. end 

On line 13 the algorithm then compares P and Ji, side-by-side by checking if each 

pair of fragments at index j on both sequences are equal for 1 < j > v|/. If this is true, then 

indeed is a join point. So the algorithm inserts the first element (Cj) of the join point into 

S and loops back to line 3. It continues looping until it has checked all the elements of C 

or the condition on line 6 is true to ensure we do not fall off the edge. More details on the 

implementation this algorithm and its functions, like pairWiseMatch, will be discussed in 

the next chapter. 
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Discussion of the algorithm-1 complexity: 

If the algorithm-1 has to visit all fragments in C (when \]/ = 1) then both functions on 

lines 10 and 13 will take constant time, that is, 0(1) which makes the algorithm linear or 

0(n). If P is the same size as C (\|/ = n), then the algorithm has to loop only once but both 

subSequence and pairWiseMatch functions are 0(n); hence, the algorithm is again linear. 

However, if y < |i then again both functions (i.e., Sequence and pairWiseMatch ) are, in 

the worst case, linear and the algorithm will have to loop several times each time invok-

ing the two functions making the algorithm quadratic, that is 0(n2); therefore, in general 

the algorithm is 0(n2). 

3.3.6 Assumptions and Requirements 

The above algorithm and indeed the other algorithms to be introduced later, make the 

following assumptions: 

• The input models are well formed and valid; hence, the sequences S, P, and A are 

valid. For example, we do not have empty sequences. We also assume that the as-

pect models (generic and context specific) consists of two interactions (SDs) 

named Advice and Pointcut, and that the primary model represents one interaction 

or scenario; therefore, consists of one instance of Model, one instance of Collab-

oration, and one instance of Interaction. 

• We can correctly compare any two fragments regardless of their specialization, 

for example, comparing a MOS with a CF. 

• Nested CFs have been properly and consistently unrolled. 

• A lifeline's name is the same as that of the represented object (property). 

• Message have arguments with primitive UML types (strings and integers). 

• We can ignore other fragments like BehaviorExecutionSpecifications (BESs) and 

ExecutionOccurrenceSpecifications (EOSs) focusing only on MOSs and CFs (and 

their operands), and still achieve accurate pointcut detection. 
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3.3.7 Complete Composition Algorithm 

After detecting the pointcut and obtaining our join points, the next step is to weave 

the advice at the join points. Since the advice has already been bound to the context of the 

application during aspect instantiation, weaving the advice is simplified to replacing a 

join point with the advice. This is trivial with only one join point. Challenges arise when 

we have multiple join points because we have only one advice from the aspect model. We 

can either duplicate the advice or work with one join point at a time. Both options were 

explored but duplicating the advice (without duplicating the aspect model) proved to be 

complex due to the inability to navigate target models in ATL, and the nested relation-

ships between InteractionFragments. Focusing one join point at a time is easier and more 

elegant. The complete composition algorithm presented in this section achieves this. Let 

us first introduce abbreviations that we will use in the algorithm. 

• GAM = Generic Aspect Model 

• CSAM = Context Specific Aspect Model (Instantiated generic aspect model) 

• MM = Mark Model 

• PM = Primary Model 

• CM = Composed Model 

The pseudo code of the Complete Composition Algorithm is given on the next page. 

The three functions defined in this algorithm represent the ATL transformations used to 

implement this algorithm as we shall see in the next chapter. The algorithm begins by re-

trieving n the number of join points matched in the primary model (PM) using the Join-

PointsCount function on line 2. This function implements algorithm-1 (Pointcut detection 

Algorithm) to return a sequence of fragments at the beginning of each join point, and then 

finds the size of that sequence. The details of the implementation of this function will be 

given in next chapter. The number of join points determines if the algorithm will execute 

lines 6 to 10, and not necessarily the number of times the loop will iterate. If n > 0, that 

is, we have at least one join point, the algorithm instantiates the GAM to create a CSAM 
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on line 6. This corresponds to the instantiate process shown in Figure 3.1 on page 16. It 

then composes PM with CSAM by weaving the advice at the first join point using the 

Compose function on line 8 to produce our composed model. This corresponds to the 

compose process described in section 3.1.5 on page 21 and shown in Figure 3.1. 

Algorithm-2 Complete Composition Algorithm 

Input :GAM, MM, PM 

Output :CM 

1. begin 

2. n = JoinPointsCount^GAM, MM, PM) 

3. temp = PM 

4. while n > 0 

5. // instantiate our generic aspect model 

6. CSAM = Instantiate^AM, MM, temp) 

7. // compose advice andfirst join point 

8. CM = Compose (temp,CSAM) 

9. temp = CM 

10. n = JoinPointsCount(GAM, MM,temp) 

11. end while 

12. return CM 

13. end 

The algorithm then checks the CM for more join points on line 10. If more are found, 

it returns to line 6 to instantiate the GAM using CM (new primary model). It then creates 

another CM and checks for more join points. The algorithm continues looping until no 

join points are found. 
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As it is, this algorithm has a potential nasty flaw in the form of positive feedback, 

which, if left unattended, can cause the algorithm to loop indefinitely in some cases! The 

problem is rooted on the fact that composing an aspect in most cases results in the addi-

tion of new model elements (fragments, messages and lifelines) which in turn can pro-

duce more join points. This means that after composition on line 8, the algorithm may 

find more join points on line 10 causing the algorithm to iterate again and again. For ex-

ample, if the pointcut is defined as a single message MSG1, and the primary model has 

two invocations of this message, then we have two join points. If the advice adds three in-

stances of the same message MSG1, then after composition (1st iteration) we will have 

four join points. After the second iteration well have six, then eight, etc. With the number 

of join points increasing all the time the algorithm will never terminate. 

This problem is easily solved by tagging model elements from advice during instanti-

ation on line 6. To be precise we only have to tag MOSs (fragments). Then when pointcut 

matching during the invocation of JoinPointsCount (implementing algorithm-1), we 

check for that tagging. If a potential join point has at least one tagged fragment, then we 

know that this join point emerged only after composition; therefore, it is immediately dis-

qualified. 

Discussion of the algorithm-2 complexity: 

The complexity of algorithm-2 is difficult to analyze because on the surface the al-

gorithm appears to be linear on the number of join points. However, the algorithm is not 

necessarily linear on the number fragments. We have already seen that detecting the num-

ber of join points is quadratic. Therefore, if that is nested within a loop, we could say that 

(in general) the algorithm is cubic, that is, 0(n3) 

3.3.8 Advice Composition Algorithm 

At the core of the Compose function, used by the Complete Composition Algorithm 

described above, is the Advice Composition algorithm that weaves the advice at the join 

point. Recall the definition of an Aspect = (P, A). We will use definition again where by 

"Aspect" we are referring to a context specific aspect model. Our main interest is mainly 
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on the advice sequence A. Recall that, 

• A = Sequence{ai, ..., a,a}, a sequence of fragments from the aspect model advice 

SD, where co = number of fragments in A. 

Recall also that, 

• C = Sequencejci,..., c^}, a sequence of fragments from the primary model, where 

p. = number of fragments in C. 

• S = Sequence{si, ... ,sn}, a sequence of fragments at the beginning of each join 

point, where n > 1 is number of join points matched by P. 

• A join point, JI is then given by a sub sequence of C from index of Si in S to the 

index of Si + \|/-1; That is, If, Xj = indexOf(sO and y; = Xi + y - 1, then, 

Ji = C->subSequence(xj,yi) for 0 < i > n 

Since our Complete Composition Algorithm is concerned with one join point at a 

time, our Advice Composition algorithm needs to work with only one join point; that is, 

the join point that begins with si (the first element in S). Then, let Ccm be a sequence of 

fragments from the composed model. Recall again that; 

• P is a sequence of fragments from the pointcut SD. 

With the notation defined, we can now describe our Advice Composition algorithm. 

Its pseudo code is given on the next page. In a nut shell, the algorithm simply replaces the 

join point with the advice. The algorithm first checks if we have a join point. If so, it ob-

tains the first element of S, on line 5. Using that element, the algorithm finds the location 

(xi) at the beginning and at the end (yi) of the join point, as shown on line 6 and 7. The 

algorithm then obtains a sub sequence of fragments from C (primary model) before the 

start of the join point, on line 12. Please note indexing for our sequence data structure 

starts at 1 instead of zero as in Java lists or arrays. On line 16, the algorithm returns a se-

quence of fragments after the last element of the join point to the end of C. The com-

posed model is then given by Ccm = subbefore © A © subafter, that is, the union of 

sub before, A and sub_after. 
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Algorithm-3 Advice Composition 

Input : C, A, P, S - where vj/ = number of fragments in P 

Output : CCm 

1. begin 

2. if S->isEmpty() then 

3. Ccm={} 

4. else 

5. Si = S->first() / / f e t ch the tail of the 1st join point 

6. Xi = C->indexOf(si) / / find its location in C 

7. yi = Xi + v|/-l / / f i n d the location of the join point's head 

8. sub_before = {} 

9. sub_after = {} 

10. if X, > 1 then 

11. //get all fragments before the join point 

12. sub_before = C->subSequence(l,xi-l) 

13. end if 

14. i fyi<(xthen 

15. //get all fragments after the join point 

16. sub_after = C->subSequence(yi+l, |i) 

17. end if 

18. //Insert the advice in place of the join point 

19. CCm = Sequence {sub before, A, sub after} 

20. end if 
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21. return CCM 

22. end 

Discussion of the algorithm-3 complexity: 

Creating sub_before and sub_after is linear in the worse case. Creating CCM is also O(n) 

in the worst case; hence, the above algorithm is clearly linear. 
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Chapter 4 : Design and Implementation 

In the previous chapter, we introduced our definition of primary, aspect and mark 

models. We also introduced our approach to AOM composition, and discussed our Com-

plete Composition Algorithm that uses two other algorithms to detect join points, and 

compose the primary and aspect models. In this chapter we describe how the Complete 

Composition Algorithm was implemented using ATL transformations to realize the func-

tions JoinPointsCount(...), Instantiate(...) and Compose(...) employed by the algorithm. 

These functions were implemented as ATL transformation models used to transform sev-

eral input models to desired target models to achieve composition of SDs. Before giving 

implementation details of these transformation models, we would like to first justify 

some of our design decisions and also describe how we designed our mark model. 

4.1 Design Decisions 

Several key decisions were taken in this work. These include: 

• The use of ATL transformation models for composition instead of, say, graph 

transformations or general programming languages (e.g., Java). 

• The use of RSA 7.5 as a modeling tool of choice. 

• The use of a mark model. 

• Ignoring BehaviorExecutionSpecifications (BESs) and ExecutionOccurrenceSpe-

cifications (EOSs) model elements during pointcut detection and composition. 

4.1.1 Using ATL Transformation Models for Composition 

Aspect composition or weaving can be considered a form of model transformation be-

cause we take at least two input (primary and aspect) models and produce at least one tar-

get model (composed). Therefore, model transformation approaches can be used for as-

pect composition. There are several techniques that can be used for transforming models 
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(model-to-model). Jezequel in [Jezequel06] classifies these techniques into five categor-

ies; namely, general purpose programming languages (e.g., Java), generic transformation 

tools (e.g., Graph transformations), CASE tools scripting languages (e.g., Fujaba), dedic-

ated model transformation tools (e.g., ATL and QVT) and Meta-modeling tools like Ker-

mata [Jezequel06]. Graph transformations are powerful and well known but can be com-

plex, have a steep learning, and might require a longer period of sustained effort 

[Jezequel06] which is beyond the scope of this work. General purpose programming lan-

guages are easier to learn but not suitable for complex transformations [Jezequel06], 

Dedicated transformation languages, like ATL and OMG's QVT, provide for powerful ex-

pressions, and makes maintenance and development of model transformations easier 

since relationships between the models are encoded in rules [Jezequel06], ATL was 

chosen because it is mature and has a rich set of development tools that are built on top of 

flexible and versatile Eclipse platform. ATL is based on OCL; therefore, it is not difficult 

for a developer with some OCL experience to learn. ATL was also chosen because no 

work on behavioral aspect composition, that we are aware of, has been attempted using 

ATL. 

4.1.2 Using RSA 7.5 as a Modeling tool of choice 

Several open source modeling tools such as Eclipse's MDT-UML2Tools plug-in, Pa-

pyrus, and EclipseUML from Omondo on Eclipse 3.3 (Free edition) were tested for creat-

ing SDs. We will briefly look at why these tools fell short. 

When we started our research, the Eclipse's MDT-UML2Tools plug-in did not have 

support for SDs so it was quickly rejected. However, the recently released version now 

supports SDs. 

Papyrus (Version: 1.11.0) is not easy to use. For example, we cannot change message 

type attribute (e.g., from a synchronous to asynchronous) once the message has been 

placed in the drawing area. Also self calls are difficult to create, and once the application 

is restarted, messages get entangled. 
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EclipseUML on Eclipse 3.3 is better than Papyrus when it comes to drawing SDs but 

its Achilles heel is that the UML model is saved in a .usd file where the model representa-

tion is combined with the layout information. 

RSA 7.5 is not free but we already have a license for it. It is a great UML modeling 

tool. It has excellent support for SDs. It is easy and intuitive to use. It allows for easy 

model migration. We can export or import UML models as .uml or XMI files. It allows 

for model validation (not available in some of the tools) which we found very useful. 

RSA can also generate a sequence diagram from an imported model. This makes verifica-

tion of our composed model easy and less error prone. 

4.1.3 Using Mark Models 

ATL Transformations only work with models; therefore, our binding rules have to be 

in the form of a model that has a metamodel. Mark models are a convenient way to work 

with parameterized transformations. MDA, certainly, allows for use of mark models in 

model transformations [Happe+09]. Happe et al. use mark models to annotate perform-

ance models in their work on performance completions [Happe+09]. 

4.1.4 Ignoring BehaviorExecutionSpecifications and Execu-
tionOccurrenceSpecifications 

As stated in the previous chapter, we are convinced that we can ignore BehaviorExe-

cutionSpecifications (BESs) and ExecutionOccurrenceSpecifications (EOSs) (focusing 

only on MOSs and CFs) and still achieve accurate pointcut detection. This is because 

BESs and EOSs are used to define the duration of execution of behavior [OMG09] of say, 

a message invocation. Our work is focused on detecting the occurrence of a sequence of 

messages (interactions between participants) and doing something when we find the se-

quence. We are not concerned about how long the participant will execute for after a mes-

sage invocation. During early stages of system modeling or at high levels of system ab-

straction, BESs and EOSs are not really applicable or useful; therefore, our decision to ig-

nore them is reasonable. 
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4.2 Designing a Mark Model Metamodel 

A mark model helps define binding rules for instantiating generic aspect models. 

These rules are merely template parameter and value pairs stored in mark model in-

stances. In MDE, a model must have a metamodel that it conforms to, and our mark mod-

el is no exception. Since the mark model is to be used in ATL transformations (with an 

EMF model handler), its metamodel must conform to a metametamodel that is the same 

as the ATL metamodel, that is, Ecore as shown in Figure 4.2 on page 43 and Figure 4.4 

on page 51. ATL development tools include KM3 (Kernel MetaMetaModel) which is tex-

tual notation for defining metamodels [ATL Manual]. The code snippet below shows a 

KM3 definition of the metamodel for our mark model which we named BindingDirect-

ives. The metamodel has one class with a parameter and binding value attributes of type 

String. This essentially means that the instances of the mark model will be a collection of 

objects with initialized parameter and binding attributes. 

package BindingDirectives { 

class BindingDirective { 

attribute parameter : String; .: 

attribute binding : String; 

package PrimitiveTypes { 

iifer—' '̂ŷ ;""-' datatype String; 

' . > 

The metamodel is defined in a .km3 file which is then converted (injected) to an 

Ecore format encoded in XMI 2.0 using injectors in the ATL IDE [ATL_Manual]. Figure 

4.1 shows the generated .ecore file viewed in Eclipse's Ecore Model Editor. 
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|j) BindingDired̂ ves.kmB 'jj BindingDirectives.ecore S3 \ " B I 
A If) platform;/resource/ComposeSequenceDiagrams/metamodels/BindingDirectives.ecore 1 

A ® BindingDirectives I 
A @ BindingDirective 

!> cp parameter: String 
l> ^ binding String 

A ® PrimitiveTypes 
s String [null] 

Figure 4.1: A Metamodel for Mark Model defined in Ecore. 

Once the metamodel has been defined, we can begin creating mark models in an XMI 

format. The code snippet below shows a sample mark model we created for one of the 

test cases. 

1. <?xml version="l.0" encoding="ISO-8859-l"?> 

2. <xmi:XMI xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" 

3. xmlns="BindinqDirectives"> 

4. <BindingDirective parameter="|client" binding="customer"/> 

5. XBindingDirective pararaeter="|server" binding="server"/> 

6. <Binddr.gDi rective parameter^" (Client" bir.ding="C'astomer"/> 

7. <BIndingDirective parameter="|Server" binding="Server"/> 

8 . XBindingDirective parameter^"|reply" bihding="try_again"/> 

9. <BindingDirective parameter-"|operation" binding-"iogin"/> " 

10 . <BindingDirective parameter-" | handlo_errcr" binding--"save_bad__attempt"/> 

; 11. </xmi:XMI> 

The XML header on line 1 provides the encoding and version information while the 

root XMI tag provides name space information [ATLManual]. The elements of the mark 

model are defined inside the XMI tag from lines 4 to 10. 
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4.3 Implementation of the Complete Composition Algorithm 

As mentioned earlier, the Complete Composition Algorithm uses the Join-

PointsCount, Instantiate, and Compose transformations to produce a composed model 

(SD). These transformations in return implement the other two algorithms (Pointcut de-

tection and Advice Composition algorithm) to achieve their objectives. 

4.3.1 Getting the Number of Join Points 

The JoinPointsCount transformation is implemented by the ATL transformation mod-

el shown in Figure 4.2. It returns the number of join points found in the primary model 

given a pointcut defined in a generic aspect, and binding rules defined in a mark model. 

Figure 4.2: An Overview of the JoinPointsCount ATL Transformation. 

The transformation produces a simple UML target model that contains the number of 

join points found. The number of join points must be returned in a model because an ATL 

transformation (module) has to produce a model but not a string or integer. The Join-

PointsCount transformation is implemented in an ATL module creatively named Join-

PointsCount as shown below by its header definition. 

module JoinPointsCount; 

create NUMJOINPOINT:UML2 from PRIMARY:UML2, ASPECT:UML2, BIND:BD; 

uses PointcutMatchHelpers; 
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The header declares that the transformation takes as input two UML2 models (bound 

to variables PRIMARY and ASPECT), a model that conforms to the BD (Binding Direct-

ive) metamodel, that is, the mark model bound to the variable BIND. The transformation 

then produces a UML2 target model bound to the variable NUMJOINPOINT. The header 

also declares that the transformation uses the PointcutMatchHelpers ATL library. This is 

where common or general purpose helpers such as the ones used for pointcut detection, 

used also by other transformations, are defined. This helps reduce code duplication and 

allows for better code maintenance. 

4.3.2 JoinPointsCount helpers 

The transformation employs several helpers listed in Table 2 below. It also uses some 

of the helpers defined in the PointcutMatchHelpers library listed in Appendix E. Please 

note that aspect model here refers to the generic aspect model (not context specific) 

which is one of the input models to the transformation. 

Helper Name Return type Purpose 

messagesMatch Boolean Returns true if message pMsg from the pointcut has the 

(pMsg, cMsg) same name and type (when bound) as message cMsg 

from the primary model. 

lifelinesMatch Boolean Returns true if lifeline pL from the pointcut has the 

(pL, cL) same name and represents the same object as lifeline 

cL from the primary model. 

numJoinPoints Integer Returns the number of join points. 

firstJPIndex Integer Returns the index of the first element from the first join 

point. 

aClasses Sequence Returns all classes from the aspect model. 

aCollaborations Sequence Returns all collaborations from the aspect model. 
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Helper Name Return 

type 

Purpose 

aMessages Sequence Returns all messages from the aspect model. 

aOperations Sequence Returns all class operations from the aspect model. 

aLifelines Sequence Returns all lifelines from the aspect model. 

aSendEvents Sequence Returns all SOEs from the aspect model. 

aRecvEvents Sequence Returns all ROEs from the aspect model. 

aProperties Sequence Returns all lifeline properties the aspect model. 

allBindings Sequence Returns all binding rules from the mark model. 

Table 2: JoinPointsCount Helpers 

We will briefly look at a few core helpers used by our transformation to give some 

appreciation of ATL helpers. The numJoinPoints attribute helper is used to return the 

number of join points by finding the size of S, the sequence that has all the fragments at 

the beginning of each join point, as shown in the code snippet below. 

•helper def: numJoinPoints : Boolean = 

thisModuie.joinPointsFragments()->size(); 

S is returned by the joinPointsFragments() operation helper that implements the Pointcut 

Detection Algorithm described in the previous chapter. This helper, which is defined in 

the PointcutMatchHelpers library, is shown on the next page. By leaving out the context 

in the helper's definition on line 2, this helper adopts the default context of the ATL mod-

ule. The helper gets a sequence of fragments from the primary model (the sequence C) 

and a sequence of fragments from the aspect model's pointcut (the sequence P) by calling 

the getPrimaryFragmentsQ and getAspectFragments('Pointcut') helpers respectively. The 

helper selects all fragments in C such that the first selected fragment is equal to the first 
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element in P, and the sub sequence from that fragment, with the same size as P, matches 

P pair wise. This matching is performed by the PairwiseMatchFragments on line 5. 

Checking fragments for equality is performed by the overridden equals helper with the 

appropriate context. 

1. — Return a sequence of the Fragments at the start of the join points 

2. helper def:joinPointsFragments() : Sequence(UML2!InteractionFragment) = 

3. thisModule.getPrimaryFragments()->select(e I 

4. thisModule.getAspectFragments('Pointcut')->first().equals(e) and 

5. thisModule.PairwiseMatchFragments( 

6. thisModule.getAspectFragments('Pointcut'), 

7. thisModule.getPrimaryFragments()->subSequence( 

8. thisModule.getPrimaryFragments()->indexOf(e), 

9 (thisModule.getPrimaryFragments()->indexOf(e)+ 

10. > thisModule . get Aspect Fragments (' Pointcut;') ->si ze () - 1 ) 

11. v: ' ) 
12. '' ) 
13. ) ; 

The getPrimaryFragments operation helper has a very important role of returning the 

sequence S, fragments (CFs and MOSs) from the primary model, whether for pointcut 

detection above or for advice composition. The code snippet on the next page shows a 

definition of this helper. The helper begins by obtaining all the fragments owned (refer-

enced via the fragment attribute) by the first (and only) interaction from the primary SD 

on lines 4 and 5. The allInstancesFrom(metamodel: String) operation is an ATL built-in 

operation that returns all the instances of a given context type that belong to a metamodel 

whose name is supplied as a string parameter. In this case, we want all instances of type 

UML Interaction from the source model bound to the variable 'PRIMARY' as defined in 

the module's header. The getPrimaryFragments helper then iterates and accumulates 

fragments that are either of type CombinedFragment (CF) or MessageOccurrenceSpe-

cification (MOS) on lines 6 to 13 using ATL's iterative expression. 
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1. — Return all MOSs and CFs from the primary model. 

2. helper def : getPrimaryFragments() : 

3. Sequence (UML2!InteractionFragment) = 

4. UML2!Interaction.alllnstancesFrom<'PRIMARY') 

5. ->first().fragment->asSequence() 

6. ->iterate (e; frg:Sequence(UML2!InteractionFragment)= Sequence {} | 

7. if e.oclIsTypeOf(UML2!CombinedFragment) then 

8. frg.append(Sequence{e, e.getFragments{)}) 

9. else 

10. if e.oclIsTypeOf(UML2IMessageOccurrenceSpecification) then 

11. frg.append(e) 

12. . else 

13. frg.append(Sequence{}) 

14. •„. ... 

This expression consists of an iterator, an accumulator and a body [ATLUserGuide] 

as shown on line 6. The accumulator is a sequence of InteractionFragments that is initial-

ized to an empty sequence. The body is the if-else expression. The helper iterates over the 

fragments from the primary SD paying attention to only CFs and MOSs. If the fragment 

is a CF then it has at least one operand that might contain MOSs or other nested CFs. Re-

call from Figure 3.8 on page 25 that a CF owns InteractionOperands which in turn own 

other InteractionFragments (including CFs and MOSs). Therefore, if the fragment that 

we are currently looking at is a CF, we need to unroll it recursively and return its con-

tained fragments, and preserve the order of those fragments. This is achieved by adding, 

to the accumulator, a sequence containing the CF and its nested fragments obtained by 

calling the getFragmentsQ helper on the CF on line 9. However, if the fragment we are 

currently iterating over is a MOS, then we just add it to the accumulator else it is ignored. 

As an illustration, given the SD in Figure 4.3 on the next page, we expect the helper 

(getPrimaryFragments) to return the sequence {MOS1, MOS2, CF1, MOS3, MOS4, 

CF2, MOS5, MOS6}. CF1 contains 2 MOSs (MOS3 and MOS4) and nested CF2 which 
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in turn contains 2 MOSs (MOS5 and MOS6). The helper adds MOS1 and MOS2 first, 

and then adds CF1 and its fragments as shown on lines 8 and 11 of the code snippet on 

the previous page. The getFragmentsQ does the retrieving of the CF's fragments. 

ED ExampleSD 

a:A ! ]b:B 
1: ml ( ) MOS2 

CF2 • 
MQSfrrj'i tjN: 

1: m2 ( ) 

I 

1: m3 ( ) 1 

M 

M 

Figure 4.3: An Example SD. 

The getAspectFragments is similar to getPrimaryFragments except that it returns 

fragments from an SD (interaction) of the aspect model, that is, pointcut SD or Advice 

SD. The name of the SD is passed as a parameter. The helper passes the name of the SD 

to getApectsSD(sd : String) to fetch the interaction, on line 6 of getAspectFragments's 

code snippet on the next page. The helper (getAspectFragments) then iterates over the in-

teraction's fragments accumulating CFs and MOSs just like getPrimaryFragments. 

The equals helper is overridden several times by changing the defined context. 

However, all the equals helpers are used to compare self (context object) with the given 

model element and return true if they are equivalent given some criteria. In fact, we have 

equals with MessageOccurrenceSpecification, CombinedFragment, and InteractionOper-

and contexts. We also have equals helpers for messages lifelines, messages, etc, but the 

equals helpers we talking about here are the ones invoked by the joinPointsFragments. 
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1. helper def : getAspectFragments(sd : String) : 

2. Sequence (UML2!InteractionFragment) = 

3. if thisModule.getAspectSD(sd).oclIsUndefinedOthen 

4. Sequence{} 

5. else 

6. thisModule.getAspectSD(sd).fragment->asSequence() 

7. ->iterate (e; frg:Sequence(UML2!InteractionFragment)= Sequence {} | 

8. ... 

Recall that joinPointsFragments selects all fragments in C such that the selected frag-

ment is "equal" to the first element in P as shown by the code snippet below. 

e | thisModule.getAspectFragments <'Pointcut')->first 0 .equals (e ) and 

thisModule.PairwiseMatchFragments( 

Depending on what type of InteractionFragment the first element of P is, the ATL en-

gine will invoke the appropriate equals helper (with the right context); For example, if 

the first element is a CF, the engine will invoke the equals helper with a CF context 

shown in the code snippet below. This equals helper returns true only if the argument 

fragment is also a CF with the same operator (alt, loop, break, etc) and has matching op-

erands. 

1. helper context UML2!CombinedFragment def: 

2. equals (f : UML2! InteractionFragment;) : Boolean = 

3. if f.oclIsUndefinedO then 

4. . false 

5. else 

6. if f.oclIsTypeOf(UML2!CombinedFragment) then 

7. if self.interactionOperator = f.interactionOperator then 

9. thisModule.PairwiseMatchOperands(self^operand,, f.operand) 
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10. 

If the first element is a MOS, then another equals helpers with a MOS context is called. 

4.3.3 JoinPointsCount Rules 

Rules are used to generate the target model in ATL. Our JoinPointsCount transforma-

tion has two simple declarative rules (one matched rule and one lazy rule) that generate a 

UML model to store the number of join points found. A proper UML model should have 

a Model container element that packages all the other modeling elements. The list of con-

tained objects is then referenced by the packagedElement attribute or association. The 

Model matched rule is the main rule that generates a Model element. We want the rule to 

match only one element. Therefore, its source pattern defines that the rule should match 

an element of type UML2 Model from the input aspect model as it can be seen on line 2 

in the code snippet for the rule below. The rule's target pattern defines that a UML2 

Model element will be generated. 

1. rule Model { 

2 . from s : UML2!Model(s.fromAspectModei() ) 

3. tot : UML2!Model :( 

name <- 'NumberOfJoinpoincs', 

5. packagedElement <- Sequence { 

6. ; thisModule.CreateLitera1Integer(thisModule.numJoinPoints, 

7. 'NumberOfJoinpoints'), 

The attributes of the target elements will be initialized as defined from line 4. A Mod-

el element has a name and a collection of packaged elements. The name attribute is set to 

'NumberOfJoinpoints'. The packagedElement attribute will be set to a sequence contain-

ing a UML2 Literallnteger element generated by the invoked CreateLiterallnteger lazy 

rule. This lazy rule is passed the number of join points and a string (name) as parameters. 

The number of join points is, therefore, returned in a UML2 Literallnteger model ele-
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ment packaged in a UML2 Model element. The code snippet for the CreateLiteralln-

teger lazy rule is shown below. The rule creates a Literallnteger model element and ini-

tializes its name and value attributes with a string (desired name) and an integer (number 

of join points found by our transformation) respectively. 

1. lazy rule CreateLiterallnteger { 

2. from count : Integer, name :String 

3. to t: UML2!Literallnteger ( 

4. name <- name, 

. value <- count 

6. ./;:;.. . 

4.3.4 Instantiating A Generic Aspect Model 

The Instantiate transformation is implemented by the ATL transformation shown in 

Figure 4.4. This transformation instantiates a generic aspect model to produce a context 

specific aspect model. It inputs a primary model, generic aspect model and a mark model, 

and outputs a context specific aspect model. 

Figure 4.4: An overview of the Instantiate ATL Transformation. 

The Instantiate ATL module, whose header is shown below, implements the Instanti-

ate transformation. The header declares that the module creates a target UML2 model 

bound to the CONTEXTSPECIFIC variable. 
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module Instantiate; 

create CONTEXTSPECIFIC : UML2 from PRIMARY : UML2, ASPECT : UML2, BIND : BD; 

uses PointcutMatchHelpers; 

The module has two UML2 source models (bound to variables PRIMARY and AS-

PECT) and one source model bound to the variable BIND that conforms to our Binding 

Directives metamodel (BD); that is, a mark model. The header also declares that the mod-

ule imports the PointcutMatchHelpers library. 

4.3.5 Instantiate Helpers 

Just like the JoinPointsCount, this module also uses some of the helpers defined in 

the PointcutMatchHelpers library listed in Appendix E. This transformation also uses 

helpers defined within its module. These helpers are listed in Table 3. 

Before we can generate the context specific aspect model, we have to ensure that we 

have a join point where we can weave. The pointcutMatched attribute helper returns true 

if we have at least one join point. It is used as a guard condition for all the rules that gen-

erate the target model elements as we shall see later. This ensures that no model element 

will be generated if there are no join points. The details of this helper are shown below. 

helper def: pointcutMatched : Boolean -

thisModule. joinPointsFragments () ->noti£mpty() ; ••^^CK ''1': '' 

The helper returns true if the sequence that contains all the fragments at the beginning of 

each join point (returned by joinPointsFragments ()) is not empty. Since pointcutMatched 

is defined as an attribute helper, it is evaluated once and the result cached. This means 

that successive calls to the helper will be faster which improves performance especially 

in our case where the helper is called many times by all the rules. 
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

mosNum Integer Global id for naming MOS. 

aMOSs Sequence Returns a sequence of MOSs from the aspect 

model (AM). 

alnteractionOperands Sequence Returns interaction fragments from AM. 

alnteractionCon-

straints 

Sequence Returns interaction constraints from AM 

aOpaqueExpressions Sequence Returns opaque expressions from AM. 

pMOSs Sequence Returns MOSs from the primary model (PM). 

pOperations Sequence Returns operations from PM. 

pMessages Sequence Returns messages from PM. 

pLifelines Sequence Returns a sequence of all lifelines from PM. 

pProperties Sequence Returns lifeline properties from PM. 

allLifelines Boolean Returns all lifelines from the PM plus those from 

AM (allowing duplicates). 

equals (cMsg) Boolean Returns true if cMsg is equivalent to self. 

(context = Message) 

bind 0 

(context = Message) 

String Binds the context message to a supplied binding 

value or to a matching message from PM. 

bind 0 

(context = Lifeline) 

String Binds a lifeline to a supplied binding value or to a 

matching lifeline from PM. 

equals (cPty) 

(context = Property) 

Boolean Returns true if self matches the given PM prop-

erty (cPty). 

getLifeline (p) Lifeline Returns a lifeline that represents the property p. 

bind 0 String Binds a context property to a supplied binding 
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

(context = Property) value or to a matching property from PM. 

bindO 

(context = Operation) 

String Binds an operation to a supplied binding value or 

to a matching operation from PM. 

matches(o) Boolean Returns true if self, a pointcut operation, matches 

a PM operation. 

getMessage() Message Returns a message associated with an operation. 

fromAspectModel() Boolean Returns true if a model is from AM. 

(context = Model) 

bind 0 

(context = Property) 

String Binds a context property to a supplied binding 

value or to a matching property from PM. 

bindO 

(context = Operation) 

String Binds an operation to a supplied binding value or 

to a matching operation from PM. 

fromAspectModel() Boolean Returns true if an interaction is from AM. 

(context = Interaction) 

getArguments Sequence Returns arguments of given a message. 

getParameters() Sequence Returns parameters of an operation. 

getMOSByLifeline(l) Sequence Returns a sequence of MOSs that cover a given 

lifeline. 

getMOSLifeline (mos) Sequence Returns a sequence of lifelines that is covered the 

given MOS. 

createAspectNameQ String Generates a name for the context specific AM. 

Table 3: Instantiate Helpers 
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4.3.6 Instantiate Rules 

Several rules are required to generate a complete context specific aspect model. In 

fact, we have a rule for every model element type required for a well formed UML se-

quence diagram. These rules include several matched rules and a handful of lazy rules. 

Just like in the previous transformation, our target UML model should have a Model con-

tainer element that packages all the other modeling elements. The rule that generates the 

target Model element is shown below. 

1. rule Model { 

2. from s : UML2!Model ( 

3. s.fromAspectModel() and thisModule.pointcutMatched 

4. ' ) 

5. to t : UML2!Model ( 

6. ... name <- s.createAspectName(), 

7. packaqedElement <- s.packagedElement 

8- > 

9. } 

The source pattern specifies that the rule matches elements of type UML2 Model. It 

also has a condition that the matched element should come from the aspect model (using 

fromAspectModelQ helper), and also that pointcutMatched must be true, as mentioned 

earlier. There is only one Model element from the aspect model. If at least one join point 

was found, then only one UML2 Model element will be created on the target model since 

the target pattern declares that the rule creates an instance of UML2 Model. Its packaged 

elements will be initialized to the list from the matched element as defined on line 7 

above. The name will be initialized with the string returned by the createAspectNameQ 

helper on line 6 above. 

The UML specification describes that an Interaction can be contained in a Collabora-

tion. Collaborations are used to show the structure of cooperating elements with a partic-

ular purpose [OMGQ9]. Indeed, the primary and aspect models created using RSA have 
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interactions contained within collaborations. The Collaborations matched rule has the 

task of generating Collaboration objects that enclose the interactions for the advice and 

pointcut. Recall that the aspect model consists of the advice and pointcut SDs (interac-

tions). The rule is described by the code snippet shown below. 

1. rule Collaborations { 

2. from s : UML2!Collaboration ( 

3. thisModule.aCollaborations->includes(s) and 

4. thisModule.pointcutMatched 

5- > 

6. to t : UML2!Collaboration ( 

7. name <- s.name, 

8. ownedBehavior <- s.ownedBehavior, 

9. ownedAttribute <- s.ownedAttribute, 

10. ownedConnector <- s . ownedCoiinector 

11. ) 

12. } •••':'• 

The guard condition for this rule's source pattern ensures that only collaborations 

from the aspect model (and not from primary model) are matched. It checks if a collabor-

ation is included in the collection of collaborations from the aspect model returned by the 

aCollaborations attribute helper. The attributes of the generated collaboration, including 

the enclosed interactions (ownedBehavior), are initialized from those of the matched col-

laboration as shown on lines 7 to 10 above. 

The alnteractions and plnteractions rules are used to create Interaction target ele-

ments for the advice and pointcut respectively. The rules are almost identical with slight 

differences in the source pattern guard. The code on the next page gives details of the 

alnteractions rule. The difference between the rules is in line 3. The guard for alnterac-

tions rule ensures that the rule matches the interaction from the aspect's advice which has 

the name "Advice". 
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1. rule alnteractions { 

2. from s : UML2!Interaction ( 

3. s.name = 'Advice' and thisModule.pointcutMatched 

4. ) 

6. to t : UML2!Interaction ( 

7. name <- s.name, 

8. lifeline <- s.lifeline, 

9. fragment <- s.fragment, 

10. message <- s.message, 

11. v ownedAttribute <- s.ownedAttribute, 

12. ownedConnector <- s.ownedConnector, 

13. generalOrdering <- s.generalOrdering, 

14. ownedBehavior <- s.ownedBehavior, 

15. covered <- s.covered 

16. ) 

17. } 

The guard for the plnteractions rule matches the interaction from the aspect's pointcut 

which has the name "Pointcut". Both rules then initialize the attributes of the generated 

interactions using the values from the attributes of the matched source elements as it can 

be seen from lines 7 to line 15. 

The Lifelines rule generates lifelines for both the advice and pointcut SDs. The rule 

matches all lifelines from the advice model as shown on line 3 of rule's code snippet on 

the next page. The aLifelines helper returns all lifelines from the generic aspect model 

(advice and pointcut SDs). The generated lifeline's attributes are then initialized as shown 

from lines 6 to 8. This rule probably best shows how helpers are used to assist rules in 

creating the target models other than been used as guard conditions in the source pattern. 

We can see on line 6 that binding is achieved by using the bindQ helper to initialize the 

name of the generated lifeline. 
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1. rule Lifelines { 

2 . from s : UML2!Lifeline ( 

3. thisModule.aLifelines->includes(s) and thisModule.pointcutMatched 

4. 

5. to targetLifeline : UML2!Lifeline ( 

6 name <- s.bindf) 

7. coveredBy <- thisModule.getMOSByLifeline(s) 

8 represents <- s.represents 

9. 

10 

Recall that instantiating a generic aspect involves binding of template parameters to 

values defined in the mark model. Our transformation achieves instantiation by using the 

bindQ helper defined with several contexts for the different model elements that can be 

parameterized. The bindQ helper used in the above rule is defined in the context of a life-

line. It is defined by the code on the next page. The helper begins by checking if the life-

line's name is a template parameter because not all lifelines will be parameterized. If the 

name is not a template parameter, the helper just returns the lifeline's name, on line 30. 

Otherwise it checks if there is binding directive defined in the mark model. If no binding 

directive is defined, the helper attempts to find a matching lifeline from the primary mod-

el and return its name (lines 22 to 24) otherwise it returns the string "UNKNOWN" (on 

line 26). However, if a binding exists for self, the helper checks (on line 7) if self is to be 

bound to "*", that is, to any lifeline. That been the case, the helper searches the primary 

model for a lifeline that is equal to self, on lines 10 to 12. If a matching lifeline is found, 

its name is returned else the string "UNKNOWN" is returned, on line 16. However, if a 

binding is defined and is not a wild card, then that binding is returned by calling getBind-

ing helper, on line 19. 

1. helper context UML2!Lifeline def : bind () : String = 

2. if self.name.startsWith('|') then 
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3. — check if a binding has been defined in our Mark model 

4. if thisModule.bindingDefined(self.name) then 

5. — Binding is defined, now check if the binding does not contain 

6. — wildcards for now we can only check for '*' 

7. if thisModule.getBinding(self.name) .startsWith (1*') then 

8. — A binding was defined but is wildcard. Bind to matching 

9. — lifeline in PM 

10. if thisModule.pLifelines->select (e | 

11. self.equals(e))->notEmpty() then 

12. thisModule-pLifelines->any (e | self.equals(e)).name 

13. else 

14 . -- We should never get here:unless we; call this helper 

15. — without ensuring that our pointcut matches 

16. 'UNKNOWN!!!' 

17. endif 

18. else 

19.. thisModule.getBinding(self.name) 

20. . 'endif 

• 21. ' else • 

22. if thisModule.pLifelines->select ;(e I 
!c?M-v \ •• self . equals (e) ) ->notErr.pty () then •• -; 

24. thisModule.pLifelines->any (e i self.equals(e)).name 

25. else 

26. - :' UNKNOWN !!<'•• : V'B'g.;̂  

27. endif 

28. endif 

•29.- else 

30. self.name 

31 . endif; 
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As explained previously, our transformation has a rule for every type of model ele-

ment that will exist in the composed model. Table 4 gives a summary of all the rules 

defined in the Instantiate transformation. 

Rule Purpose 

Model Generates the model elements. 

Collaborations Generates advice and pointcut collaborations to contain advice 

and pointcut interactions respectively. 

alnteractions Generates the advice interaction. 

plnteractions Creates the pointcut interaction. 

CFs Generates combined fragments. 

10 s Creates all interaction operands 

ICs Generates interaction constraints that serve as guard conditions 

for operands. 

Lifelines Generates lifelines. 

Messages Generates messages. 

MOSs Generates MOSs. 

SOEs Generates SOEs for the MOSs in the target model. 

ROEs Generates ROE for the MOSs. 

Operations Generates operations for classes. 

Classes Generates classes. 

Properties Generates Properties for the target lifelines. 

OEs Generates OpaqueExpressions used to express guard condi-

tions for interaction operands. 

LiteralStrings Creates LiteralStrings that are used for guard conditions. 
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Rule Purpose 

LUNs Creates LiteralUnlimitedNaturals that are used for guard con-

ditions. 

CreateLiteralString 

(lazy) 

Creates strings that are used as arguments for messages. 

CreateLiterallnteger 

(lazy) 

Creates integers that are used for guard conditions and argu-

ments for messages. 

CreateParameter (lazy) Creates string parameters for operations. 

Table 4: Instantiate Rules 

4.3.7 Composing Aspect Models 

After obtaining a context specific aspect model from the previous transformation (In-

stantiate), the next step is to compose the context specific aspect model with the primary 

model. This is achieved by the Compose ATL transformation whose overview is shown in 

Figure 3.5 on page 21. The transformation inputs the primary and context specific source 

models, and produces a composed target model. Both the source models and the output 

model conform to the UML2 metamodel. This transformation is implemented by the 

Compose ATL module. The code snippet below shows a description of the module's head-

er. 

module Compose; 

create COMPOSED : UML2 from PRIMARY : UML2, ASPECT : UML2; 

uses PointcutMatchHelpers; 

As expected, the header declares that the module creates a UML2 Model bound to the 

variable COMPOSED from two UML2 source models bound to the variables PRIMARY 

and ASPECT for the primary and aspect models respectively. The module also uses some 

helpers from the PointcutMatchHelpers library. 
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4.3.8 Compose Helpers 

Our Compose transformation has a number of helpers listed in Table 5. All the helpers 

have a necessary role to play but some roles are, certainly, more important than others. 

For example, the getTargetFragments attribute helper has the privilege of returning the 

composed sequence of fragments, that is, sequence {sub_before, A, sub_after} from al-

gorithm^. The code definition of this helper is shown below. The helper begins by ensur-

ing that there is, at least, one join point by calling the pointcutMatched helper on line 2, 

which we have described earlier. If there exists a join point, getTargetFragments then ob-

tains a sequence of fragments before the join point by invoking the lowerFragSub helper 

on line 4, a sequence of fragments from the advice (by invoking getAspectFragments ) on 

line 5, and a sequence fragments after the join point on line 6. It returns a flattened se-

quence consisting of those sequences. The fragments returned by getTargetFragments are 

used to initialize the fragment attribute of the interaction generated by our transformation. 

1. helper def : getTargetFragments : Sequence(UML2!InteractionFragment) = 

2. if thisModule.pointcutMatched then 

3. Sequence { 

4 . thisModule. lowerFragSub (thisModule. firstJPIndex) : 

5. thisModule.getAspectFragments('Advice'), 

6. thisModule.upperFragSub(thisModule.firstJPIndex + 

•ĝ :-:̂  thi sModule. numPCTFs-1) 'l 

8 . }->£iatten()->asSequence() 

9. else 

10. • Sequence { } 

11. endif; 

The getTargetFragments helper also serves as the base of our composition process. 

Almost all the other elements to be used in generating the target model are rooted from 

this helper. The targetCFs helper, which returns all combined fragments to be used for 

generating combined fragments in the target model, iterates through fragments returned 
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by getTargetFragments returning all instances of CombinedFragment. The targetOper-

ands helper, in return, iterates through the sequence of combined fragments returned by 

targetCFs to obtain all instances of InteractionOperand. 

A summary of all the helpers used by our transformation is given in Table 5. Please 

note that aspect model here, refers to the context specific aspect model. 

Helper name Return 

type 

Purpose 

mosNum Integer A global variable for numbering MOSs. 

recvEventNum Integer A global variable for numbering ROEs. 

sendEventNum Integer A global variable for numbering SOEs. 

aModel Model Returns the model instance from the aspect model. 

pModels Sequence Returns instances of model from the primary model. 

aCFs Sequence Returns CFs from the aspect model. 

pCFs Sequence Returns CFs from the primary model. 

pProperties Sequence Returns all lifeline properties from the primary 

model. 

plnteractions Sequence Returns a sequence of interaction model elements 

from the primary model. 

pLifelines Sequence Returns lifelines from the primary model. 

pMessages Sequence Returns a sequence of messages from the primary 

model. 

pClasses Sequence Returns all classes from the primary model. 

alllCs Sequence Returns interaction constraints from both input 

models. 

allLiterallntegers Sequence Returns literal integers from both input models. 
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

allOEs Sequence Returns opaque expressions from both input 

models. 

allLiteralStrings Sequence Returns literal strings from both input models. 

allLUNs Sequence Returns Literal Unlimited Naturals from both in-

put models. 

pMOSs Sequence Returns MOSs from the primary model. 

adviceMOSs Sequence Returns MOSs from the aspect model advice. 

pointcutMOSs Sequence Returns MOSs from the aspect model pointcut. 

numPointcutMOS Integer Returns the number of MOSs in the pointcut SD. 

numPCTFs Integer Returns the number fragments (MOSs and CFs) 

from the aspect model. 

numPrimaryMO S Integer Returns the number of MOSs from the primary 

model. 

numPrimaryFragments Integer Returns the number of fragments (MOSs and 

CFs) from the primary model. 

pointcutMatched Boolean Returns true if at least one join point is found. 

getAllMOSs() Sequence Returns a union of MOSs from the primary mod-

el and MOSs from the aspect model. 

lowerFragSub(j) Sequence Returns the sub sequence of fragments before 

the join point. This is the subjbefore sequence in 

the algorithm-3. 

upperFragSub(k) Sequence Returns the sub sequence of fragments after the 

join point. This is the sub_after sequence in the 

algorithm-3. 
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

getTargetFragments Sequence Returns the composed sequence of fragments, 

that is, Sequence {sub_before, A, sub after}. 

targetCFs Sequence Returns CFs to be used for generating target 

model combined fragments. 

targetOperands Sequence Returns operands to be used for generating tar-

get model interaction operands. 

getTargetOperand() Sequence Returns operands for a given CF. 

operandTgtFrags() Sequence Returns all fragments to be enclosed by the giv-

en operand. If the operand includes the join 

point, then this helper returns all fragments 

from getTargetFragments that were enclosed by 

the operand and are before the join point plus all 

fragments from the advice plus all fragments in 

getTargetFragments that were in the operand 

but after the join point. 

targetConstraints Sequence Returns all constraints which form the guard 

conditions for operands in targetOperands. 

tgtOEs Sequence Returns all opaque expressions for constraints 

in targetConstraints. 

getTargetMOSs Sequence Returns all MOSs from the composed sequence 

of fragments to be used from generating target 

MOS model elements. 

tgtMOSByLifeline(L) Sequence Returns MOSs from getTargetMOSs that cover 

the given lifeline L. 

mosLifeline (mos) Sequence Returns lifelines covered the given MOS. 

cfTgtLifelines() Sequence Returns lifelines covered by the context CF. 
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

getTargetFragments() Sequence Returns a list of composed fragments that are 

enclosed by the CF. 

notInPrimaryModel() 

context = Model 

Boolean Returns true if the context MOS is not from the 

primary model. 

samePropertyType 

(pl,p2) 

Boolean Checks if the two supplied lifeline properties 

are instances of the same class. 

notlnPrimaryModelO Boolean Checks if the lifeline exists in the primary mod-

context = Lifeline el. 

targetLifelines Sequence Returns lifelines from the primary model and 

aspect model's advice to be used for generating 

lifelines in the target model. 

messagesMatch (pMsg, 

cMsg) 

Boolean Returns true if the given pointcut message 

matches the primary model message. Similar to 

messagesMatch from Instantiate but not does 

have to check for binding. 

lifelineMatch (pL, cL) Boolean Returns true if the supplied pointcut lifeline is 

equivalent to the given lifeline from primary 

model. Similar to lifelineMatch from Instantiate 

but does have to check for binding. 

allMatchedMessages Returns messages from the primary model and 

the advice allowing duplicates. 

targetMessages Sequence Returns messages to be used for generating the 

target model. These are messages for which 

there exists a MOS in getTargetMOSs. 

allOperations Sequence Returns a combination of operations from both 
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

input models. 

allClasses Bag Returns a union of classes from the aspect and 

primary models. 

targetClasses Set Returns a union of classes from both input mod-

els with duplicates removed. 

allEvents Sequence Returns a union of MessageEvents from the 

primary and aspect models with duplicates re-

moved. 

getTargetEvents() Sequence Returns all MessageEvents (from allEvents) that 

will be used to generate events in the target 

model. These are events from which there exists 

a related operation in allOperations. 

operationExists(op) Boolean Returns true if the given operation exists in all-

Operations. 

getOwner() Class Returns a class that owns the operation. 

aspectCol(name) Collabora-

tion 

Returns the first collaboration (if any) from the 

aspect model that has the supplied name. 

allProperties Sequence Returns lifeline properties from both input mod-

els removing duplicates. 

targetProperties Sequence Returns properties to be used for generating the 

target model. 

getType () Class Returns the class that defines the type for the 

given property. 

getProperty (name) Property Returns the property with the given name. 

getModelName(n, md) String Generates a name for our composed model. 

Table 5: Compose Helpers 
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4.3.9 Compose Rules 

Several rules are defined for creating the composed target model. Rules in the Com-

pose transformation probably use more helpers compared to the two previous transforma-

tions, mainly because in this transformation more elements are removed or added. This 

requires modifications to many associations between model elements. The code below is 

that for the Model matched rule which is used to create the UML2 Model element. 

1. rule Model { 

2. from s : UML2!Model ( 

3. s.fromPrimaryModel() and thisModule.pointcutMatched 

4. ) 

5. . to:tt : UML2!Model ( 

6. . : name <- thisModule.getModelName(s.name, thisModule.aModel), 

7. packagedElement <- Sequence { 

8. thisModule.targetClasses, 

9. thisModule.pCollaborations, 

10 . •". , thisModule . getTargetEvents () 

IV: ..{3. . . . 

The rule matches elements of type UML2 Model from the primary model, and provided 

the pointcut matches as defined by the source pattern on lines 2 and 3. The rule creates 

instances of Model as declared on line 5. Since the primary model consists of one in-

stance of the Model class, this rule will generate only one instance. It then initializes the 

created instance with the use of several helpers as defined on lines 6 to 11. The getModel-

Name helper generates a string used to initialize the name attribute. The packageElement 

list attribute is initialized to a sequence of classes returned by targetClasses, a collabora-

tion from the primary returned by pCollaborations, and a sequence of events returned by 

the getTargetEvents 0 operation helper. These three helpers are defined in the context of 

the module; hence, the use of the keyword thisModule. 
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The Messages rule shown below is used to generate messages for the target model. 

This rule is more interesting since it calls a few lazy rules to help initialize some of the at-

tributes of the target messages to be created. The rule matches all messages included in 

targetMessages and creates messages for the target model. The generated message is ini-

tialized as defined from line 7. On line 12, the argument attribute is initialized by calling 

a suitable lazy rule. We are only interested in primitive type message arguments (integers 

and strings); therefore, we have two lazy rules for creating an instance of Literallnteger 

or LiteralString depending on the argument type for the matched message. 

I. rule Messages{ 

2; from s : UML2!Message { 

3. thisModule.targetMessages->includes(s) and 

4. thisModule.pointcutMatched 

5. ) 

6. to t : UML2!Message ( 

7. name <- s.name, 

8. sendEvent <- s.sendEvent, 

9. • receiveEvent <- s.receiveEvent, 

10. messageSort <-• s.messageSort, 

II. argument <- ::S.argument->colleet (e | 

12. : if e.oclIsTypeOf(UML2!LiteralString) then 

.' r ' \ : . • thisModule'. Creat6LS(e) ' • • 

14. else 

15. if e.oclIsTypeOf(UML2!Literallnteger) then 

16. thisModule.CreateLI (e) 

17. else. 

18. OclUndefined 

19. endif 

20. 
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The rule uses ATL's built-in oclIsTypeOf(t: oclType) operation to check the type of 

the argument for the matched message. If it is a LiteralString then the CreateLS lazy rule 

is called but if it is a Literallnteger the CreateLI lazy rule is called instead. If the argu-

ment is neither an integer nor a string, the message's argument attribute is initialized to 

OclUndefined, ATL's equivalent of null. 

All the rules that are used by the Compose transformation to generate the composed 

model are listed in Table 6 below. 

Rule Purpose 

Model Generates a Model element that contains all the other target 

model elements. 

Collaborations Creates a Collaboration that contains the composed model in-

teraction. 

Interactions Generates the Interaction that owns fragments, lifelines, mes-

sages, etc. 

CombinedFragments Generates all CombinedFragments including nested ones. 

InteractionOperands Generates all InteractionOperands. 

InteractionConstraints Creates all the constraints. 

OpaqueExpressions Generates OpaqueExpressions for InteractionConstraints. 

Lifelines Generates all lifelines. 

Messages Produces messages for the target model. 

MOSs Creates all MessageOccurrenceSpecifications (MOSs). 

ROEs Generates ReceiveOperationEvents for receiveEvent MOSs. 

SOEs Produces SendOperationEvents for sendEvent MOSs. 

Operations Generates operations for classes. 

Classes Generates classes. 

Properties Generates all Properties for lifelines. 
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lazy rule CreateLUN Creates LiteralUnlimitedNaturals that are used for guard condi-

tions. 

lazy rule CreateLS Creates strings that are used for guard conditions and arguments 

for messages. 

lazy rule CreateLI Creates integers that are used for guard conditions and argu-

ments for messages. 

lazy rule CreateParam Creates parameters for operations in the target model. 

Table 6: Compose Rules 

4.4 Running an ATL transformation 

A launch configuration must be set up first before executing an ATL transformation 

manually. The configuration allows us to specify information required to execute an ATL 

transformation [ATLUserGuide]. Such information includes the location of the models 

and metamodels involved in the transformation, the location of the ATL file and libraries, 

and the type of model handlers (EMF or MDR). Figure 4.8 shows an example of a launch 

configuration. 

Once the launch configuration information has been specified, the transformation can 

then run as many times as required [ATLUserGuide]. Running an ATL transformation us-

ing this method is appropriate if we have only one transformation to execute but if one 

has a chain of transformations, like in our composition approach, this method will not 

suffice. Recall that algorithm-2 first executes the JoinPointsCount transformation (func-

tion) to get the number of join points. If at least one join point exists, it then executes the 

Instantiate transformation to produce a context specific model which is then fed, together 

with the primary model, into the Compose transformation to produce a composed model. 

If there are multiple join points, this chain of transformations will have to be repeated 

several times. Fortunately, there exists ant tasks which allow for execution of several 

transformations. 
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Figure 4.8: An ATL Transformation Launch Configuration. 

4.4.1 AM3 Ant Tasks 

Ant (Apache Ant) is a make tool that is based on Java but unlike other make tools, it 

is much more user-friendly, and its configuration files are based on XML not shell com-

mands [AntManual]. We used ant tasks supplied by the org.eclipse.gmt.am3.tools.ant 

plug-in of the ATLAS MegaModel Management (AM3) project [AM3_Tasks_Wiki] 

[AM3_Wiki] to achieve execution of consecutive transformations. On the next page, we 

have a code snippet of ant file we used to compose the security aspect discussed in 

Chapter 3. 

The file starts with a project root tag which has a name and target attributes. The tar-

get attribute declares the target to execute, and depends on other targets 

[AM3_Tasks_Wiki]. Our script defines two targets; namely, ComposeSequenceDiagram 

(on line 3) and loadMetamodels (on line 26). ComposeSequenceDiagram depends on 
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loadMetamodels as declared on line 3 below. A target defines a task which is the code or 

transformation to be executed [AM3_Tasks_Wiki], The am3.loadModel task can load a 

model using a model handler where the model can even be a metamodel 

[AM3_Tasks_Wiki]. For example, on lines 4 to 7 the am3.loadModel task loads the 

primary, aspect and mark models using the EMF model handler. However, on lines 26 to 

28, the task loads the UML2 and BD metamodels. The am3.saveModel task, on the other 

hand, saves a model to disk. As we can see on line 24, this task has two attributes; 

namely, model and path. The model attribute captures the name of the model (on the 

script) to save while path defines the location and file to save the model 

[AM3_Tasks_Wiki]. The am3.atl task executes an ATL transformation. It uses models 

loaded by the am3.loadModel task for execution and references them by name 

[AM3_Tasks_Wiki], Lines 12 to 22 show how this task is defined in our example. It ref-

erences the UML2 model loaded in line 27, and the PRIMARY and ASPECT models 

loaded on lines 4 to 8. The produced models are saved to disk by the am3.saveModel task 

on line 24. 

I. <project name="Experiment2" default="ComposeSequenceDiagram"> 

2 .v <property name="outPath" value-" . . /output./" /> 

3. <target name="ComposeSequenceDiagram" depends="loadMetamodels"> 

4. <am3 . loadModel modelHandier="EMF" : name="PRIMARY" / : ; V ...'•;.: 

path=" . /input/Primary Model. uml" 

6. <arn3 . loadModel model Handlcr-"SMF" name-"7>iS?ECT" mecamodel^"UML2" 

7. path="../input/Generic Security Aspect Mode.uml" /> 

8 . <am3 .ati path= " Ir.stant i ate. asm" allowInterModeiReferences-"true"> 

10. <inModel name-"PRIMARY" mode1="PRIMARY"/> 

II. <inModel name="ASPECT" model="ASPECT"/> . 

12. <inModel name="BIND" model="BIND"/> 

13. <outModel n ame="CONTEXT SPECIFIC" model="CSftMl" metamodel="UML2"7> 

14.: <library path="PointcutMatchHelpers_v2.0.asm"/> 
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15. </am3.atl> 

16. <am3.atl path="Compose.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

17. <inModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

18. cinModel name="PRIMARY" model="PRIMARY"/> 

19. <inModel name="ASPECT" model="CSAMl"/> 

20. <outModel name="C0MP0SED" model="CMl" metamodel="UML2"/> 

21. <library path="PointcutMatchHelpers_v2.0.asm"/> 

22. </am3.atl> 

23. ... 

24. <am3.saveModel model="CMl" path="${outPath}Composed Model.uml"/> 

25. </target> 

26. <target name="loadMetamodels"> 

27. <am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="UML2" metamodel="MOF" 

28. nsUri-"htcp://www.eclipse.org/uml2/2.1.0/UML"/> 

29. . 

Ant tasks, however, have a slight limitation. We cannot really navigate models in an 

ant script. We can only execute transformations and serialize the produced target models. 

But in our Complete Composition Algorithm we want to be able to execute the Join-

PointsCount transformation to find how many join points are there before executing the 

other two transformations. To do this we must be able to navigate the model produced by 

the JoinPointsCount transformation and retrieve the value of the NumberOfJoinpoints 

Literallnteger model element packaged in Model container instance. If we have one or 

two join points then this is not a huge problem. We can manually execute Join-

PointsCount by launching its configuration, as described previously, to find the number 

of times the algorithm will loop. We can then unroll the loop and create an ant script that 

will execute that chain of transformations. For example, say our primary model has two 

join points. Then unrolling the algorithm would give the following statements (chain of 

transformations) from the algorithm. 
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1. // instantiate our generic aspect model for 1st join point 

2. CSAMi = Instantiate(GAM, MM, PM) 

3. // compose advice and first join point 

4. CMi = Compose (PM, CSAMi) 

5. // instantiate our generic aspect model for 2nd join point 

6. CSAM2 = Instantiate(GAM, MM, CM,) 

7. // compose advice and 2nd join point 

8. CM2 = Compose (CMi, CSAM2) // final composed model. 

Where; 

• GAM = Generic Aspect Model 

• CSAMi = Context Specific Aspect Model (Instantiated generic aspect model) 

• MM = Mark Model 

• PM = Primary Model 

• CMi = Composed Model 

and 1 < / > 2 

We can then easily encode these statements in an ant script. In fact this is the ap-

proach we took in the experiments we conducted described in the next chapter. Clearly 

this approach does not scale well and is only useful for cases with a few join points. Get-

ting the number of join points offline and manually is not ideal. Having a completely 

automatic composition process that requires no loop unrolling or manually getting the 

number of joints would require invoking the three ATL transformations from a program 

(e.g., in Java) that can navigate produced models. This program would provide the glue 

between the transformations. 
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4.4.2 Invoking ATL from Java 

Java can potentially be used to glue our transformations and help automate our entire 

composition process. Invoking ATL from Java is beyond the scope of this work. 

However, we can provide an overview of how such Java program or plug-in would 

achieve this task. Figure 4.8 shows a flowchart for the proposed program. 

Figure 4.8: A Flow Chart for Our Proposed Java Program. 

The plug-in would obviously implement our composition algorithm. It would pass 

transformation configuration information to the ATL engine, execute the engine, and save 

output models to disk. Some work by [Minanovic07] and other developers has been done 

on executing ATL from Java. However, the part that we are interested is how such a Java 

plug-in would navigate the model produced by the JoinPointsCount transformation, and 

extract the number of join points. This step is highlighted in Figure 4.8. 

The UML2 Java plug-in is an EMF implementation of the UML specification [UM-

L2_Project] [UML2_Wiki], The plug-in provides functionality for manipulating UML 

models whether in memory or on disk. Therefore, using the UML2 plug-in we can write a 

class or methods that will read the model produced by the JoinPointsCount transforma-
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tion, extract the number of join points, and pass the number to other parts of the main 

Java program to decide if it should execute the other two transformations. The code be-

low shows a class named ModelUtil that can be used to get the number of join points giv-

en a reference to a model. A client that uses ModelUtil will create an instance of this class 

passing a model instance obtained by reading the target model (from disk) produced by 

JoinPointsCount. After creating an instance of ModelUtil the client will invoke its get-

NumJoinpointsQ method to return the actual number of join points. The method getNum-

JoinpointsQ first ensures that the model object to be manipulated is not null (line 22). It 

then obtains the instance of Literallnteger which contains the number of join points in its 

value attribute. This instance of Literallnteger is retrieved from the model object by the 

getLiterallnteger("NumberOfJoinpoints"), on line 23. The getLiterallnteger (String 

name) method iterates the packaged elements in the model object (returned by the mod-

el's getPackagedElements method) looking for objects that are instances of Literallnteger 

and have the supplied name (e.g., "NumberOfJoinpoints"). To get the actual integer 

stored in the appropriate instance of Literallnteger, getNumJoinpointsQ then calls the ob-

ject's getValueQ method, on line 25. This is the number (number of join points) that is re-

turned to the client. 

1. public class ModelUtil { 

2. private Model model; 

3. public ModelUtil(Model model) { this.model = model; } 

5. public Literallnteger getLiterallnteger(String name){ 

6 . for (Iterator<PackageableElement> 

7. itr - model.getPackagedElements().iterator();itr.hasNext();){ 

8 PackagoableSlemenr e - itr.next(); 

9. 

1 0 . if (e instanceof Literallnteger){ 

11. if (e.getName().equals(name)){ 

12. return (Literallnteger)e; 
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13. } 

14. } 

15. } 

16. return null; 

17. } 

1 8 . 

19. public int getNumJoinpoints(){ 

20. int count = 0 ; 

21. Literallnteger numJoinpoints = null; 

22. if (model != null){ 

23. numJoinpoints = this.getLiterallnteger("NumberOfJoinpoints"); 

24. if (numJoinpoints != null){ 

25. count = numJoinpoints.getValue(); 

2 6 . } 

27. } 

28. return count; * • / . 

29. ... . • 

The code snippet on the next page shows how we may use ModelUtil. We first create 

a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) for the file containing the model (with the number 

of join points) using the file's location on disk, its name, and the .uml extension, on lines 

6 to 8. We then create (on line 11) an instance ModelValidationUtil, a utility class that 

has methods to load a model file from disk (using supplied URI) and cast it to a UML 

package (Model object). It also has methods to serialize an instance of Model to disk, and 

other housekeeping operations. A model object is then obtained by calling the load meth-

od from the newly created instance of ModelValidationUtil (util). On line 12, we then en-

sure that the model is not null before creating an instance (mU) of our ModelUtil class, 

on line 16. We finally invoke mU s getNumJoinpoints () method to get the number of join 

points and print this number to the standard output as shown on lines 17 and 18. 
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1. 

2. String modelFilename = "GetNumberOfJoinpointsl"; 

3. String location = "file:/d:/ComposeSequenceDiagrams/"; 

4. 

5. try { 

6. URI uri = URI.createURI(location) 
7. .appendSegment(modelFilename).appendFileExtension( 

8. UMLRe source.FILE_EXTENSION) ; 

9. ModelValidationUtil util = new ModelValidationUtil(); 

10. . . . " 

11. Model model"= util.load(uri); 

12. if (model == null) { 

13. throw new Exception ("Unable to load model"); 

14. } 

15.:-

16. ModelUtil m U = new ModelUtil(model); 

17 . System, out .println ("Number of join points = "/;.,. 

18. + mU.getNumJoinpoints()); 

19. : . ... : : . 

This code snippet could be part of larger program where the code is executed (with 

slight modifications) when the larger program needs the actual number of join points be-

fore launching the Instantiate and Compose transformations. 
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Chapter 5 : Testing, verification and Validation 
We introduced our approach to AOM composition in Chapter 3, and in the process 

discussed (and defined) concepts such as the primary model, generic and context specific 

aspect models, mark model, advice, pointcut and join points. We also discussed composi-

tion of sequence diagrams and the algorithm (Complete Composition Algorithm) to 

achieve this composition. In Chapter 4, we described how this algorithm was implemen-

ted using ATL transformations to get the number of join points, to instantiate a generic as-

pect, and to compose a context aspect model with the primary model. In this chapter, we 

will put our implementation to the test with a number of test cases (TCs) of varying and 

increasing complexity. We will, however, focus on two case studies (CS). The first case 

study is adapted from Whittle and Jayaraman. The second case study adapted from Petriu 

et al. and Gong shows a possible limitation of our approach. Before diving into our test 

cases and case studies, let us first discuss how the input models (primary and generic as-

pect models) for our TCs and case studies were produced, and how we established that 

the composed models were well formed and valid. 

5.1 Creating Models and Scripts 

For all the test cases and case studies, the primary and generic aspect models were 

created using Rational Software Architect (RSA) 7.5, exported to .uml files, and copied to 

Eclipse and the ATL IDE for composition. The ant scripts and mark models were created 

as XML and XMI files respectively using Eclipse. 

5.2 Composed Model Validation 

Validation is obviously important. Our main objective is to compose two UML SDs 

and produce another SD; therefore, we must ensure that we have produced a valid UML 

SD. We must also verify that the composition was correctly done and that the produced 

SD can be manipulated by our modeling tools (like RSA) allowing for further analysis 

and sharing with other researchers. Two options were explored in the quest for validating 
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our composed model; namely, using a custom Java package and using RSA 7.5. 

5.2.1 Using a Custom Java Validator Package 

A Java package named validator consisting of several classes was created to navigate 

a supplied model and check if it meets a set of defined criteria or constraints. Tables 7 

and 8 list a number of constraints that our package checks the model against. Table 7 

shows constraints for some of the objects that might be present in our composed model 

(UML SD) while Table 8 lists general model constraints. Clearly these are not all the con-

straints defined in the UML specification [OMG09] for interaction diagrams. Some of our 

defined constraints are not even there in the specification. For example, in UML an inter-

action can have no lifelines, no messages, and no fragments. However, after composition 

it doesn't make sense for our sequence diagram to be empty. This is one of the main ad-

vantages of implementing custom Java classes to validate the composed model using spe-

cified criteria. We can choose what features we expect in the composed model. If de-

signed properly, more constraints can easily be added to our validator package. 

Table 7 shows that for the Model package object, we check if the object has a name, a 

message event (related to a message) and a collaboration (enclosing the interaction). The 

UML specification does not have the last two constraints for the Model class but we have 

included them in our checklist because we know that the composed model must have a 

collaboration enclosing the interaction, and that there should be events associated with 

the sending and receiving of messages. A collaboration must a have a name and an en-

closed interaction. Every message has a pair of MOSs; therefore, we must have twice as 

many MOSs as there are messages. Table 8 shows a general constraint that is not tied to a 

specific element in the model but affects several elements. We know that a context specif-

ic aspect model is instantiated from a generic aspect model; therefore, if the instantiation 

is not properly done, some elements of the context specific aspect model advice may still 

have template parameters and wildcards. These will then appear in the composed model 

after composition; hence, we want to guard against this. Therefore, it also makes sense to 

check for our constraints much earlier and before composition by validating the context 
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specific aspect model too. 

Class Constraint 

Model • Must have at least one collaboration. 

• Must have at least one event (packaged elements). 

• Must have a name. 

Collaboration • Must have a name. 

• Should contain at least one Interaction. 

• Must have a property for each Lifeline in the Interaction. 

• Must be contained in a Model element. 

MOS • There should be twice as many MOSs as there are messages. 

• Should have a message. 

• Should have an Event (Send or Receive). 

• Should have covered Lifeline. 

Interaction • Must have a name. 

• Must have messages. 

• May contain MOSs directly or within optional CFs. 

• Must have at least one covered Lifeline. 

Message • Must have a name. 

• Must have two MOSs (SendEvent and ReceiveEvent). 

Lifeline • Must have a name. 

• Must have a Property . 

• Must be covered by MOS and/or CFs. 
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Class Constraint 

Property • Should have name. 

SOE and ROE • Must have an Operation. 

• Must be contained in a Model package element. 

• Could have a name. 

Table 7: Custom Model Validation Constraints 

Cross-cutting Constraints 

1. If instantiated from a generic aspect model then each Class, Message, Class Op-

eration, and Lifeline should be properly bound; i.e., it should not contain the 

template parameter symbol or wildcards (e.g. "*") or the string "UN-

KNOWN. 

Table 8: Constraints for the Entire Model 

Figure 5.1 shows the class diagram for our validator package that checks our model 

against the constraints given in the previous two tables. The classes in this package use 

the UML2 plug-in [UML2_Tutorial], We have a class for each model element that we 

want to validate. For example, the LifelineValidator class checks a lifeline against the 

defined constraints. We have the MessageValidator for messages, MOSValidator for 

MOSs, etc. All these classes that validate individual model elements specialize the Valid-

ator abstract class; therefore, provide implementation for the is Valid abstract method. 

This method returns true if the model element being checked meets the defined con-

straints. 

The code snippet on the next page shows how the CollaborationValidator provides 

implementation for this method. The method checks that a collaboration has a name, on 

lines 5 to 8. On lines 10 to 13, it ensures that the collaboration contains an interaction. It 

finally checks if the collaboration is contained in a model element on line 15. It returns 

true if all the three constraints are met. Otherwise it returns false and an appropriate error 
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message as well. 

- u t i l 

ValidateModel • m o d e l V a l i d a t o r 

I g ^ v a l i d a t e M o d e l O b j e c t ( ) 

{ f o v a b d a t e A I I M O S ( ) 

{ § | v a l i d a t e A I I M e s s a g e s ( ) 

^ v a l i d a t e A l l L i f e l i n e s ( ) 

^ v a l i d a t e A I I O w n e d A t t r i b u t e s ( ) 

| | v a l i d a t e A I I C I a s s e s ( ) 

$ | , v a l i d a t e A l l O p e r a t i o n s ( ) 

^ v a l i d a t e A I I M e s s a g e E v e n t s ( ) 

I g L m o d e l V a l i d a t e l n t e r a c t i o n ( ) 

: ValidateComposeModel 
ff.mari T 1 

- m o d e l 
- m o d e l : 

UML: Model 
i - m o d e l 

• v a l i d a t o r 
- m o d e l < 

ModelValidationUtil 
feloatfn 
{ § | m o d e l C Q n t a i n s ( ) 

f § , c o n t a i n s C o l l a b o r a t i Q n s ( ) 

( | | m o d e l C o n t a i n s ( ) 

{ g j , g e t A I I C o l l a b o i a t i o n 5 ( ) 

fy g e t A I I n t e r a c t i o n s ( ) 

ClassValidator 

Validator 
I 
i d̂isplayErrors () 
i isBoundedOK {) 
I isBindingSensltlve () 

ModelValidator 

"ZT 
i InteractionValidator 

OperationValidator 

Lifelineyalidator 

MessageValidator 

MOSValidator 

PropertyValidator MessageEventValidator 
Collaboration Validator 

Figure 5.1: Validator Package Class Diagram. 

& g e t A I I C l a s s e s ( ) 

c o n t a i n s C l a s s e s ( ) 

f f | g e t l n t e r a c t i o n M O S ( ) 

fcgetMOS ( ) 

Ji;.'/ boolean i.sValid() :; 

2. boolean valid = true; 

3. if (col != null){ 

4. //Has a narr.e ." 

: if (col. getName () . i sKmpty () |) ! col. isSetiName () ) { 

J7;;. this .errors . add ("Must have name . ") ; 

8. •'.:•;•'; 

9. //Contains at. least one Interaction 

10. if (col.getOwnedBehaviors().isEmptyO){ 

.11. . v a l i d = false; 

12. this.errors.add("Must have at least one interaction."); 
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13. 

14. //Contained in a Model 

15. if (col.getModel() == null){ 

1 6 . valid = false; 

17 . this.errors.add("Must be contained in a Model element."); 

18. 

19. 

2 0 . return valid; 

21 

22. 

The Validator class provides implementation for the isBoundedOK method which en-

sures that a model element was bound properly by checking for the absence of and 

"*". All the classes that extend Validator only validate one model element at a time. Our 

model may contain several instances of the same type element. The task to validate all the 

instances is delegated to the ValidateModel. This class has several methods including 

methods for validating all classes, all MOSs, all interactions, and others, as it can be seen 

in Figure 5.1. The ValidateComposedModel class in the entry point to our package. It 

loads the model from a file on disk into memory, and then makes a request to an instance 

of the ValidateModel class to validate all model elements. 

The code snippet on the next page shows ValidateComposedModel validating an in-

teraction, contained messages and lifelines. On line 2 it checks that the interaction re-

trieved is not null before validating. The class then validates the interaction model ele-

ment on line 9. It then moves on to validate all the messages in the interaction by calling 

the validateAllMessages method on an instance of ValidateModel. It also checks all the 

lifelines in the interaction by invoking the validateAHLifelines method and printing a 

message to the standard output if all the lifelines are valid. 
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1. 

2. if (sd == null){ 

3. throw new Exception ("Unable to start Interaction validation"); 

4. } 

5. sdName = sd.getName(); 

6. if (modelValidator.modelValidatelnteraction(sd)) { 

7. modelValidator.out("Interaction model element "+ sdName + 

8. "is valid :)"); 

9. if (modelValidator.validateAHMOS (sd)) { 

10. modelValidator.out("All Message Occurrence Specifications 

11. in " + sdName + "are valid :)"); 

12. } 

13. ' else-

14. modelOk = false; 

15"-. } . 

16. if (modelValidator.validateAHMessages (sd) ) { 

17. modelValidator. out ("All Messages in " +• sdName + . • 

18. " are valid :)"); 

20. else{ 

. • model Ok - false; 

22. } 

[23. ̂  . (rr.odelValidator.validateAllLifelines (sd) ) { 

24. modelValidator.out("All lifelines in " + sdName + : 

25. " are valid :) ") ; -V^!®1 

26 . } 

27. • . ".V'. ' 

On the next page is a trace returned after running ValidateComposedModel on a com-

posed model that violates a few constraints. 
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1. Reading model Security Aspect Composed2 from disk ... 

2. Validating Security Aspect Composed2 : 

3. Model container is valid 

4. All Classes are valid :) 

5. All Class Operations are valid :) 

6. Ail Message events are valid :) 

"/. Collaboration model element Login is valid :) 

iîii:?? OWriedt: at tribute s in Logi n are valid !::) ::: 

9. Interaction model element Login is valid :) 

10. There should be twice as many as MOS as there are messages 

11. MessageOccurrenceSpecificatiozi (11) - Should have a lifeline. :( 

12. Message(1) - Must have send message end MOS. :( 

13. Lifeline(2) - Must have a represented object. :( 

A few errors are returned on lines 10 to 13. Line 11 says there is MOS that does not 

cover any lifeline while line 13 says that the model has a lifeline (2 nd lifeline) that does 

not have referenced property. On line 12, there is a message that does not have a 

sendEvent. 

5.2.2 Using RSA 7.5 

Validating a model in RSA is very simple. A tutorial of how this is done is given in 

Appendix C. After importing a model into RSA, we select the model, select Modeling, 

and then Run validation. Below is a trace from RSA when validating the same model 

validated by our validator previously. 

RSA says that the model does not violate any UML constraint which is probably true 

because a lifeline does not necessarily need to have an associated property or that every 

MOS should cover a lifeline. These are constraints we invented because in our sequence 

diagram models it does not make sense not to have such constraints. For example, in our 
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case a message cannot be sent without been received or received without been sent. We 

assume there are no lost or found messages. 

5.3 Test Cases 

Test cases (TCs) 1 to 9 involve composition of security and logging aspects with a 

primary model adapted from Klein et al. [Klein+09]. The aspects and the primary model 

are modified on each experiment to make the composition more complex, vary the num-

ber of join points (JPs), and also to test certain features. The Table 9 below gives a sum-

mary of these TCs. In all the test cases the composed models were all valid UML models 

and composition was properly achieved. The validity of the composed models was tested 

using RSA and our validator Java package, as mentioned earlier. Verifying composition 

was performed by generating a SD from the composed model, visually inspecting it, and 

by inspecting the XML code from the composed model file. 

TC # # JPs Aim Execution 

Time (sec) 

1 2 Composition with multiple join points. 2 

2 1 Messages with simple arguments. 2 

3 1 Composition when we have alt CFs in both models. 1 

4 1 Composition of loop CFs in both models. 1 

5 0 Distinguishing between Synchronous and Asynchronous 

messages. 

0.47 

6 1 Composition of nested CFs. 2 

7 2 Using the wildcard "*" for defining pointcuts. 5 

8 2 Logging Aspect followed by a Security Aspect. 2 

9 1 Security Aspect followed by a Logging Aspect. 2 

Table 9: Summary of Test Cases 
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5.4 Case Studies 

5.4.1 Phone Call features as Aspects 

This case study of a cell phone application was adapted from Whittle and Jayaraman 

in [Whittle+07], The application has three use cases but we are only interested in two; 

namely, Receive a Call and Notify Call Waiting [Whittle+07], The Receive a Call use 

case is considered to be the base model and the Notify Call Waiting is considered the as-

pect [Whittle+07], Figure 5.2 shows a dynamic view of the Receive a Call use case 

EDReceiveCal 

, cater:User ; user:User j phone:Phone | , ringenRinger display:Display 

[accep' 

[reject] 

[ignore 

1: incom ngCall ( ) 

1: pickup ( ) 

2: displayC 

3: ring ( ) 

alllnfo ( ) 

11 

2: hangup ( ) 

:.: disconnect ( 

1: timeout ( 

Figure 5.2: Receive a Call Primary Model Adapted from [Whittle+07]. 

modeled as a sequence diagram. This will be our primary model. When the user's phone 

receives a call (incomingCall message), it alerts the user by displaying the appropriate in-

formation about the caller on the phone's display [Whittle+07] by sending a displayCa.il-
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Info message to the display. The phone also sends a ring message to the ringer. The user 

then has several options captured by an alt combined fragment. The user can either ac-

cept the call by sending a pickUp message to the phone and later end the call by sending a 

hangUp message [Whittle+07]. Alternatively, if the user chooses not to accept the call, 

the user can send a disconnect message to the phone. If the user elects to ignore the call, 

the phone will ring for a specified amount of time and then time out ending the scenario. 

As mentioned, the Notify Call Waiting scenario or feature is considered an aspect. The ap-

proach (graph transformations) taken by Whittle and Jayaraman does not have the notion 

of generic or context specific models like our approach. Therefore, Figure 5.3 shows our 

representation of the behavioral model of the Notify Call Waiting scenario as a generic as-

pect model. 

ED Pointcut 

r [receiver: |Client i rphone:Phone 

Iaccept ( ) J 
; 

I lend ( ) TJ 

(a) Pointcut 

Figure 5.3: Notify Call Waiting Generic Aspect Model. 

The pointcut is defined as a sequence of parameterized |accept and |end messages 

from the |receiver lifeline to the phone lifeline. This will match a sequence of two mes-

sages that will be bound to |accept and |end from the lifeline bound to |receiver. The ad-

vice shown in Figure 5.3b is slightly more complex. It introduces messages that if bound 

properly, will place the current call on hold [Whittle+07]. The behavior defined by the 

advice is only applicable when the user is currently on call; therefore, we must ensure 

that the advice is weaved between the pickUp and hangUp messages on the primary mod-

90 

r ; i Advice 

r Isender; ICIient ; j [receiver:!Client -j i phone;Phone < • Inotifier: [Transducer 

(b) Advice 



el [Whittle+07]. To achieve this, we will bind |accept and |end topickUp and hangUp re-

spectively, as shown on lines 9 and 10 of the mark model below. The |receiver parameter 

is bound to user so the pointcut matches pickUp and hangUp from the user to the phone. 

1. <?xml version="l.0" encoding="ISO-8859-l"?> 

2. <xmi:XMI xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" 

3. xmlns="BindingDirectives"> 

4. <BindingDirective parameter="|receiver" binding="user"/> 

5. <BindingDirective parameter="|sender" binding="caller"/> 

6. <BindingDirective parameter="|anotherRequest" 'binding="incomingCall"/> 

7. <BindingDirective parameter="|notify" binding="displayCallInfo"/> 

8 . <BindingDirective : parameter^"I acknowledge" binding="ok"/> 

9. <BindingDirective parameter^"|accept" binding="pickUp"/> 

10. <BindingDirecti ve parameter^"Iend" - : binding="hang'Jp"/> 

11. <BindingDirective parameter="|suspend" binding="putOnHold"/> 

12. <Bindi ngDi rective parameter^"I Client" binding="User"/> 

13. <BindingDirective parameter="|nptifier" binding="display"/> 

14 . <BindingDirective parameter-"I Transducer" binding-"Display"/> 

15. </xmi :XMI> 

The rest of the parameters are bound as defined by the mark model. Recall that by 

binding these parameters from the generic aspect model, we are actually instantiating it to 

produce a context specific aspect model. This is done by the Instantiate ATL transforma-

tion as discussed in earlier chapters. However, before going into the trouble of instantiat-

ing a context specific aspect (and composing it with the primary model), we must first de-

termine if the pointcut matches, and if so, how much join points were found. Getting the 

number of join points is performed by the JoinPointsCount transformation which takes 

the generic aspect, the primary and mark models as input, and produces a target model 

that contains the number of join points. Executing this transformation produces the model 

shown in Figure 5.4 (when viewed on Eclipse's uml editor). The model contains a Liter-

allnteger object with the name NumberOfJoinpoints and which has a value of one, that is, 
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our primary model has one join point. 

A I?] p!atform:/resource/ComposeSequenceDiagram5/output̂ 0model5/Phone%20P[an/Ẑ NumJoinPoints.urnl 
A El <Model> NumberOfJolnpoints 

:il>. <Literal Integer> NumberOfJoinpoints 

SI Problems (B Properties S3"\<3p Error Log | B Console 
Property Value 
a UML 

Client Dependency 
Name 
Template Parameter 
Type 
Value Ml 

' t Public Visibility 

Figure 5.4: JoinPointsCount Output Model. 

With only one join point, our composition algorithm only has to loop once; hence, no 

loop unrolling is required. We can then create an ant script, shown in the Appendix A. 1, 

to execute the Instantiate and Compose transformations to generate the context specific 

aspect and composed models respectively. Below is a trace for the ant script. 

loadMetamodels: 

ram3.1oadModell INFO: Loading of model BD 

ram3.loadModel 1 INFO: Loading of model PRIMARY 

fam3.loadModel] INFO; Loading of model ASPECT 

fam3.loadModel1 INFO: Loading of model BIND 

fam3.atl] INFO: Executing ATL transformation Instantiate.asm 

fam3.atll INFO; Executing ATL transformation Compose.asm 

ram3.saveModell INFO: Saving model CSAMI 

ram3.saveModel1 INFO: Saving model CM 

I1BB1 

Total time: 8 seconds 
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As it can be seen, the script takes about 8 seconds to execute the two transformations 

and save the output models to disk. The next step is to validate our models using both 

RSA and our custom validator package. Running the ValidateComposedModel class from 

our custom package to validate the composed model (CM) produces the output shown be-

low. 

Reading model CM from disk ...Validating CM 

Model container is valid 

All Class Operations are valid ;) 

Collaboration model element ReceiveCall is valid :) 

All Owned attributes in ReceiveCall are valid :} 

Interaction model element ReceiveCall is valid :) 

All Message Occurrence Specifications in ReceiveCall are valid :) 

All Messages in ReceiveCall are valid :) 

All lifelines in ReceiveCall are valid :) 

Our model and all its model elements meet our validation requirements 

Running the ValidateComposedModel to validate the context specific aspect model 

(CSAM) also shows that the model is valid. The trace is given in the Appendix A. 1. 

Both models are valid according to the checklist defined in our validator package. 

Both models are then imported into RSA for validation and visual inspection. Validating 

both the composed model and CSAM in RSA gives the same output shown below. There-

fore, we can confidently say that our models are valid. 

Validation - 0. error(s), 0 warning(s), 0 informational message(s) 

Unfortunately, the tools cannot tell us that the composition was done properly. This 

will have to be done by visual inspection. We have several options to verify our composi-

tion. We can open the model file in text editor and inspect the .uml file which is in an 

XML format. We could also view the model file in the Eclipse uml editor which gives us 
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a view of the model elements hierarchy and properties as we saw in Figure 5.4. This is 

more user-friendly than code inspection. However, the best option would be to build a se-

quence diagram from the composed model .uml file. This way we can immediately see 

where the advice has been weaved. Given an imported valid UML model, RSA can create 

a sequence diagram for us. A tutorial on how to do this is given in Appendix D. 

Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show the context specific aspect and composed model SDs created 

on RSA after importing the models. The pointcut was properly bound. We can see in Fig-

ure 5.5a that |accept and |end are bound to pickUp and hangUp while |receiver and |Client 

have been bound to user and User respectively. Figure 5.5b shows that the advice has 

also been bound as specified by the mark model. 

Figure 5.6 shows a sequence diagram for our composed model. We can see that the 

advice has been properly weaved into the alt combined fragment's first operand. This 

way if the user chooses to accept a call and another incomingCall message is received by 

the phone, the phone's display will show the new caller's information. The user can then 

send an ok message to phone to put the caller on hold. 

tZj Pointcut 
}usenUser Q phonetPhone 

i pickup ( ) 

hangUp( ) 

(a) Pointcut 

t [ j Advice 

I 5 caller: User 

[0,*] 

juseriUser § phone:Phorie 

pickUp ( ) 

] display:Display 

gCall( ) 

ok( ] 

putOnHold ( ) 

hangUp ( ) 

displayCalllnfo ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure 5.5: Context Specific Aspect Model. 
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ilReceiveCall 

! Q calleriUser i | Q user:User 

i[accept] 

I [0,*] 

incomingCall ( ) 

gCall ( ) 

putOnHold ( ) 

|phone:Phorie ; i grlnger:Ringer 

displayCajilnfo ( ) 

pidUp( ) 

ok( ) 

ring ( ) 

displayCalllnfb ( ) 

] display :Dlsplay 

hangup ( ) 

! Deject] 

! [ignore] 

disconnect ( ) 

timeout ( ) 

Figure 5.6: Composed Model. 

5.4.2 Document Exchange Server (DES) 

This case study of a DES system was adapted from Petriu et al. and Gong [Gong08], 

Clients query and obtain documents from the server as it can be seen in Figure 5.7. The 

original case study focuses on a key scenario named RetrieveDoc [Petriu+07]. This scen-

ario represents the retrieval of a document (from the server). It was initially modeled as a 

UML activity diagram by the researchers. However, in this work, we naturally used SDs, 

and in the process also made a few modifications. The sequence diagram for the Re-

trieveDoc scenario in Figure 5.7 is our primary model. 
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H RetrieveDoc j 

J usenllser ; | j Q docServer:DocServer 

findDocuments ( ) 

sendDocList ( ) 
[found] 

processList ( ) 

[0,NUM. DOCS] 
getDocument ( ) 

fetchDocument ( ) 

processResult ( ) 

[not found] fileNotFound ( ) 

Figure 5.7: DES Primary Model. 

The user (client) begins by searching for a number of documents. If no documents are 

found the document server responds with a fileNotFound message, otherwise the server 

sends the user the list of file names. The conditional flow is modeled by an alt combined 

fragment. If the user receives the sendDocList message, the user processes that list and 

begins to retrieve the documents from the server by repeatedly sending a getDocument 

message to the server within the loop combined fragment. The server responds by fetch-

ing the required document and sending it the user via the processResult message. 

As it is, our primary model (RetrieveDoc scenario) has no security implemented. Any 

user can request for documents from the DES server. Therefore, we want to extend the 

primary model with a security cross-cutting concern such that only authorized users are 
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permitted to fetch documents from the server [Petriu+07]. A possible solution to this se-

curity concern is an authorization aspect [Petriu+07], Figure 5.8 shows the behavioral 

model (advice and pointcut SDs) of our generic authorization aspect model. 

hJ Pointcut 

i y |client: |Client j y Iserver: jServer 

I operation ( ) 

!_!) Advice 

t E3 (client: (Client i s § Isencer: [Server i > 15 lauthRep: |AuthRep 

(a) Pointcut 

: [ma* attempts] 
lexception ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure 5.8: Generic Authorization Aspect Model. 

The pointcut is designed to match a generic |operation message that requires authoriz-

ation. We can then bind it to the getDocument message that we want secure. The advice 

in Figure 5.8b shows how the aspect implements authorization. It loops keeping track of 

the number of iterations. This is the number of times the |operation message is sent from 

the object that plays the role of |client to the object with the role of |server. On receiving | 

operation, | server checks if | client is authorized to request | operation by invoking | check-

Rights on an instance of |AuthRep. |AuthRep, which has user rights information, checks 

its database, and then replies to |server. If |user is authorized to invoke the |operation, | 

server can then run |doOperation, send a |process message back to |user and breaks out of 

the loop combined fragment. If |user does not have rights and has reached the maximum 

number of attempts for invoking |operation, |server sends a |exception message to |user 
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denying further access. Below is the mark model for instantiating the generic aspect mod-

el in the context of the scenario. 

1. <?xml version="l.0" encoding="ISO-8859-l"?> 

2. <xmi:XMI xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" 

3. xmlns="BindinqDirectives"> 

4. <BindingDirective parameter="|operation" binding="getDocument"/> 

5. <BindingDirective parameter^"|reply" binding="acceptResult"/> 

6. <BindingDirective parameter="|doOperation" binding="fetchDocument"/> 

1. <BindingDirective parameter="|process" binding="processResult"/> 

8. <BindingDirective parameter="|exception" binding="processException"/> 

9. <BindingDirective parameter="|checkRights" binding="checkUserRights"/> 

10. <BindingDirective parameter="|Server" binding="DocServer"/> 

ill. <BindingDirective parameter-"I Client" binding="User"/> 

12. <BindingDirective parameter="|AuthRep" binding="DocAuthorizationRep"/> 

;i3. <3indingDirective parameter^"iautr.Rep" binding="authRep"/> 

14. <BindingDirective parameter-"|server" binding="docServer"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter-" 1 client" binding-"user"/> 

16 . </xmi :XiMl> 

It can be seen on line 4 that |operation is bound to the getDocument message that we 

want to secure. On lines 10 and 11, |Server and |Client are bound to DocServer and Client 

while | AuthRep is bound DocAuthorizationRep, on line 12. The rest of the parameters are 

bound as defined by the mark model above. 

Before authoring an ant script to execute the Instantiate and Compose transformation, 

we must first find the number join points. Our primary model only has one getDocument 

message, so it not surprising that the JoinPointsCount transformation returned one join 

point as shown by its output model shown in Figure 5.9. 
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s ig] platform:/resource/ComposeSequenceDiagrams/output%20mQdels/DESA/NumJoinpointl,urnl 
M E ]̂ <Model> NumberOfJoinpoints 

-to, < Literal Integer> NumberOfJoinpoints 

'i Problems Properties \ Error Log] 5 Console 

Property Value 

UML 
Client Dependency 
Name L=" NumberOfMn points 
Template Parameter 
Type 
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Visibility i® Public 

Figure 5.9: JoinPointsCount Output Model. 

Just like in the previous case study, no loop unrolling is required. So a simple ant 

script in Appendix A.2 executes both Instantiate and Compose transformations to produce 

the context specific aspect model and composed model respectively. Validating both 

models using the ValidateComposedModel class from our validator package yields the 

traces in Appendix A.2. Both models meet our defined constraints. Importing and validat-

ing the two models in RSA returns no errors or warnings; therefore, both models are valid 

UML SDs. Generating SDs from these models yields the aspect models SDs in Figure 

5.10, and the composed model in Figure 5.11. Visual inspection verifies that the generic 

aspect was properly instantiated as defined by the mark model. 

The composed model in Figure 5.11 shows a slight problem with the composition. 

The aspect weaves the fetchDocument and processResult messages in the break com-

bined fragment nested within the loop combined fragment. Therefore if user has rights, 

the docServer will fetch the requested document, send it to user and break out of the inner 

loop. The problem is the second pair of fetchDocument and processResult messages high-

lighted in Figure 5.11. This pair from the primary model should have been deleted. 
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y I Pointcut 

i § u s e i User ; Q docSer ven DocSei ver , 
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(a) Pointcut 

hij Advice; 

rQusar:Usar i f Q docServenDocServer i i Q authRep:DocAuthorizationRep 

1[0,*] 
getDocument ( ) 

checkUserRights £ ) 
1[0,*] 

getDocument ( ) 

acceptResult ( ) 

1[0,*] 
getDocument ( ) 

[ok] 

| 

processResult ( ) 

fetchDocument ( ) 

[max attempts] processE* 
te ; i i 1 ! 1 

ception ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure 5.10: Authorization Context Specific Aspect Model. 

The cause of this slight anomaly arises from the nature of our composition approach. 

If we want a message or any model element from primary model to be deleted during 

composition (like fetchDocument and processResult messages) then those model ele-

ments should be part of the pointcut and not present in the advice. Therefore, to fix the 

problem, we must have both fetchDocument and processResult messages in the pointcut 

before composition. 
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( 3 RetrieveDoc 

i usenUser y docServer:DocServer i r y authRep:DocAuthorizationRep 
findDocuments ( ) 

[found] 
sendDocList ( ) 

] processLlst ( ) 

[0,NUM_DQCS] 

[0,*] getDocument ( ) 

cheekUserRights ( ) 

acceptResult ( ) 

[ok] fetchDocument ( ] 

processResult ( ) 

[max attempts] pr0cessException ( ) 

[not found] 

processResult ( ) fetchDocument ( ) esult ( ) 

V 

fleNotFound ( ) 

Figure 5.11: Retrieve Doc with Authorization Composed Model. 

Figure 5.12 shows how the generic aspect model pointcut is updated to accommodate 

the new changes. That is the only change that is needed. The mark model remains the 

same. 
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E j Pointcut 

Ich'ent: [Client I server; j Server 

loperation ( ) 

Iprocess ( ) 

I Cooperation ( ) 

Figure 5.12: Modified Authorization Generic Aspect Pointcut. 

The |doOperation and |process are to be bound to fetchDocument and processResult 

just like in the advice. With the new pointcut we still get one join point. Running the pre-

vious ant script gives valid context specific aspect and composed models. Generating a 

sequence diagram for the context specific model gives the pointcut SD in Figure 5.13. 

t i l Pointcut 

j userUser j=] docServer:DocServer 

getDocument ( ) 

fetchDocument ( ) 

Figure 5.13: Modified Authorization Context Specific Aspect Pointcut. 

The |doOperation and Iprocess messages are bound to fetchDocument and process-

Result while |operation is bound to getDocument, like before. The advice SD remains un-

changed, and is identical to the previous one in Figure 5.10b. 

Figure 5.14 shows the final composed model. The authorization security aspect has 

been successfully composed with our primary model. Now only authorized users will be 

permitted to invoke the getDocument message. Otherwise, after a defined number of at-

tempts (max_attempts) the user will be sent a processException message terminating the 

request for a specific document. 
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I- 1 RetrieveDac 

3 user:llser 1 I G docSeivet:DocServer } authRep:DocAuthorizatlonRep 
findDocuments ( ) 

i [found] | sendDocList ( ) 

processList ( ) 

I [0,NUM_DQCS] 

[0,*] getDocument ( ) 
checkUserRights ( ) 

[ok] 

processResult ( ) 

[max attempts] p r o c e s s E x c e p io n ( ) 

\ [not found] fileNotFound ( ) 

acceptResult ( ) 

fetchDocument ( ) 

Figure 5.14: Retrieve Doc with Authorization Composed Model. 

Modularizing the cross-cutting security concern into an aspect gives us the flexibility 

to change our authorization policy or implementation without having to redesign the core 

system. This is the essence of aspect oriented techniques like AOM. 
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Chapter 6 : Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

The main objective of this thesis is to compose aspect models represented as UML se-

quence diagrams (SDs) using the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL). Toward this 

end, we proposed a formal definition of SDs in terms of an ordered list of interaction 

fragments, and in the process defined three algorithms for pointcut detection, advice com-

position and complete composition. We designed and implemented the Complete Com-

position algorithm to achieve composition of the primary model and generic aspect mod-

els. We consider aspect composition as a form of model transformation; therefore, the al-

gorithm is implemented using model transformations written in the ATL model trans-

formation language. We also designed a simple metamodel in Ecore for mark models 

used to define binding rules which are used to instantiate generic aspect models. We fi-

nally designed and implemented a custom Java package to help validate the composed 

model. The Java classes check the composed model elements against a list of defined 

constraints designed to ensure that essential model elements are present in the composed 

model and are properly initialized. 

The Complete Composition Algorithm proposed and implemented in this thesis com-

poses behavioral views of both primary and aspect models represented as UML sequence 

diagrams. The primary model defines the core system behavior without cross-cutting con-

cerns while the aspect models represent behavior that cross-cuts the primary model. The 

models are described in UML Sequence diagrams created using an eclipse-based model-

ing tool (RSA) and then exported to a UML2.1 file for composition and validation. 

Using ATL, a mature model transformation language, the Complete Composition Al-

gorithm is implemented using three transformation models; namely JoinPointsCount, In-

stantiate, and Compose. The JoinPointsCount transformation determines the number of 

join points in the primary model given the pointcut from the aspect model. The aspect 

models are made generic so that they can be more reusable; therefore, they must first be 
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instantiated before they can be composed with the primary model. The Instantiate trans-

formation is used to instantiate generic aspect models in the context of the application us-

ing a set of binding rules defined in mark models to produce context specific aspect mod-

els. The Compose transformation then takes the primary model and context specific as-

pect model as inputs, and produces a composed model. This process is repeated as many 

times as there are join points and aspect models until a complete integrated system is ob-

tained. 

To test our design and implementation, several test cases and case studies were suc-

cessful conducted. Validation and verification of the composed model is vital. Validation 

was achieved by using custom Java classes to check the model against a set of defined 

constraints. The composed model was also validated using RSA's built-in validation fea-

ture. To verify composition, a sequence diagram was generated from the model's UML2.1 

file using RSA. The generated sequence diagram was then visually inspected to see if the 

composition was performed properly. 

Using ATL for composing models does have its challenges. The inability to navigate 

target models or modify input models makes intricate weaving of aspects a hard problem. 

However, the benefits of using a versatile language that allows for powerful expressions 

may outweigh the challenges. 

6.2 Limitations and Future Work 

The work done in this thesis is part of an ambitious quest for a complete AOM com-

position framework and a set of tools that can allow software architects and developers to 

easily apply AO techniques to model driven software development. There are several lim-

itations that must be addressed, and new features to be added before our composition ap-

proach can be more useful. These include: 

• Improved string pattern definition and matching for template parameters. 

• Non primitive message and operation argument types. 

• Support for Interaction Occurrences. 
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• Support for BehaviorExecutionSpecifications (BESs), ExecutionOccurrenceSpe-

cifications (EOSs) and other model elements. 

• Structural view composition. 

• Invoking ATL from Java. 

• An eclipse plug-in to help in the creation of the mark model. 

Our approach currently supports the use of the wildcard "*" for defining template 

parameters. This gives some flexibility when defining generic aspect models. However, 

to allow for powerful expressions, we need to use regular expressions. Currently ATL 

(version 2.0.x) does not support the use of regular expressions for comparing or matching 

strings. ATL only uses regular expressions for replacing and splitting strings. Future re-

search may include development of a custom string ATL library that will provide helpers 

that implement regular expression matching operations. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, we have assumed that messages in the primary and aspect 

models have simple arguments that are either strings or integers. However, messages can 

have arguments that are instances of classes defined in the structural view of the system. 

Therefore, the current use of lazy rules to create message arguments (and class operation 

parameters) may not be ideal. Future work would look at a more efficient and elegant 

way of creating message arguments in the target model. 

Interaction Occurrences provide a way to reuse and manage complex SDs. They are a 

notation for copying one SD (basic) into another one, which may be larger [Pilone+05]. 

Our current composition approach has no support processing interaction occurrences; 

therefore, future research would look into including interaction occurrences in pointcut 

detection and composition. This will provide challenges because the use of interaction oc-

currences means that the primary model SD or the aspect model SDs may contain more 

than one instance of Interaction depending on the number of interaction occurrences. 

Recall that BESs and EOSs were ignored in our composition approach. Future work 

could look into how these model elements can be processed with other interaction frag-
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ments. We would also add support for other model elements that are not currently suppor-

ted; like, connectors, signals (and related events), gates, etc. 

Future research would also include composition of other behavioral views (Statechart 

and Activity diagrams) and structural views (class diagrams) of the primary model and 

aspect models. Our current approach does achieve some composition of structural model 

elements from the primary and aspect models but does ignores associations between the 

structural elements. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, invoking ATL from Java would help automate the com-

position process. It would also allow for easy integration with a custom validation Java 

package or plug-in like the one that was developed to validate the composed models. Fu-

ture research would involve designing, building, and integrating an Eclipse plug-in that 

can achieve this. Another plug-in would be built to allow architects and developers to 

easily create mark models without having to deal with XMI code. The plug-in could have 

a user interface that can allow users to pair up template parameters with bindings. 
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Appendix A Case Studies 

A.1 Case Study 1 

Composition ant script - CaseStudyl .xml 

<project name="CaseStudyl" default="PhonePlan"> 

<property name="outPath" value="../output models/Phone Plan/2/" /> 

<property name="inPath" value="../input models/Phone Plan/" /> 

<target name="PhonePlan" depends="loadMetamodels"> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="PRIMARY" metamodel="UML2" 
path="${inPath}Primary Model.uml" /> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="ASPECT" metamodel="UML2" 
path="${inPath}Generic Notify Call Waiting Aspect Model.uml" /> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="BIND" metamodel="BD" path="${in-
Path}Bindings.xmi" /> 

<!— Instantiate aspect — > 

<am3.atl path="Instantiate.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

CinModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

<inModel name="BD" model="BD"/> 

<inModel name="PRIMARY" model="PRIMARY"/> 

<inModel name="ASPECT" model="ASPECT"/> 

<inModel name="BIND" model="BIND"/> 

<outModel name="CONTEXTSPECIFIC" model="CSAMl" metamodel="UML2"/> 

<library path="PointcutMatchHelpers_v2.0.asm"/> 

</am3.atl> 

<!— Compose — > 

<am3.atl path="Compose.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

<inModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

<inModel name="PRIMARY" model="PRIMARY"/> 

<inModel name="ASPECT" model="CSAMl"/> 
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coutModel name="COMPOSED" model="CM" metamodel="UML2"/> 

<library path="PointcutMatchHelpers v2.0.asm"/> 

</am3.atl> 

<!-- Save models to disk --> 

<am3.saveModel model="CSAMl" path="${outPath}CSAM.uml"/> 

<am3.saveModel model="CM" path="${outPath}CM.uml"/> 

</target> 

<target name="loadMetamodels"> 

<!— Load UML metamodel — > 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="UML2" 
nsUri="http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/2.1.0/UML"/> 

metamodel="MOF" 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="BD" 
path="../metamodels/BindingDirectives.ecore" /> 

metamodel="MOF" 

</target> 

</project> 

<!-- Load UML metamodel — > 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="UML2" 
nsUri="http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/2.1.0/UML"/> 

metamodel="MOF" 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="BD" metamodel="MOF" 
els/BindingDirectives.ecore" /> 

path="../metamod-

</target> 

</project> 

Receive a Call Scenario Validation Trace from Validator 

Reading model CM from disk ...Validating CM 

Model container is valid 

All Classes are valid :) 

All Class Operations are valid :) 

All Message events are valid :) 

Collaboration model element ReceiveCall is valid :) 
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All Owned attributes in ReceiveCall are valid :) 

Interaction model element ReceiveCall is valid :) 

All Message Occurrence Specifications in ReceiveCall are valid :) 

All Messages in ReceiveCall are valid :) 

All lifelines in ReceiveCall are valid :) 

Our model and all its model elements meet our validation requirements 

Notify Call Waiting Validation Trace from Validator. 

Reading model CSAM from disk ... 

Validating CSAM 

Model container is valid 

All Classes are valid :) 

All Class Operations are valid :) 

All Message events are valid :) 

Collaboration model element Pointcut is valid :) 

All Owned attributes in Pointcut are valid :) 

Interaction model element Pointcut is valid :) 

All Message Occurrence Specifications in Pointcut are valid :) 

All Messages in Pointcut are valid :) 

All lifelines in Pointcut are valid :) 

Collaboration model element Advice is valid :) 

All Owned attributes in Advice are valid :) 

Interaction model element Advice is valid :) 

All Message Occurrence Specifications in Advice are valid :) 

All Messages in Advice are valid :) 

All lifelines in Advice are valid :) 

Our model and all its model elements meet our validation requirements 
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A.2 Case Study 2 

Composition ant script - CaseStudy2.xml 

<project name="CaseStudy2" default="DES"> 

<property name="outPath" value="../output models/DES/1/" /> 

<property name="inPath" value="../input models/DES/" /> 

<target name="DES" depends="loadMetamodels"> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="PRIMARY" metamodel="UML2" 
path="${inPath}Primary Model.uml" /> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="ASPECT" metamodel="UML2" 
path="${inPath}Generic Authorization Aspect Model.uml" /> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="BIND" metamodel="BD" path="${in-
Path}Bindings.xmi" /> 

<am3.atl path="Instantiate.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

<inModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

CinModel name="BD" model="BD"/> 

<inModel name="PRIMARY" model="PRIMARY"/> 

cinModel name="ASPECT" model="ASPECT"/> 

<inModel name="BIND" model="BIND"/> 

<outModel name="CONTEXTSPECIFIC" model="CSAMl" metamodel="UML2"/> 

<library path="PointcutMatchHelpers_v2.0.asm"/> 

</am3.atl> 

<am3.atl path="Compose.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

<inModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

cinModel name="PRIMARY" model="PRIMARY"/> 

CinModel name="ASPECT" model="CSAMl"/> 

coutModel name="COMPOSED" model="CM" metamodel="UML2"/> 

clibrary path="PointcutMatchHelpers_v2.0.asm"/> 

c/am3.atl> 
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<am3.saveModel model="CSAMl" path="${outPath}Authorization CSAM1 .uml"/> 

<am3.saveModel model="CM" path="${outPath(Authorization CMl.uml" /> 

</target> 

<target name="loadMetamodels"> 

<!-- Load UML metamodel — > 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="UML2" 
nsUri="http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/2.1.0/UML"/> 

metamodel="MOF" 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="BD" 
path="../metamodels/BindingDirectives.ecore" /> 

metamodel="MOF" 

</target> 

</project> 

Case Study 2.xml trace 

loadMetamodels: 

ram3.loadModel1 INFO: Loading of model BD 

PES: 

Tam3.loadModel1 INFO: Loading of model PRIMARY 

Tam3.loadModel1 INFO: Loading of model ASPECT 

T am3.loadModel1 INFO: Loading of model BIND 

Tam3.atll INFO: Executing ATL transformation Instantiate.asm 

Tam3.atl1 INFO: Executing ATL transformation Compose.asm 

T am3.s aveMode11 INFO: Saving model CSAM1 

fam3.saveModel1 INFO: Saving model CM 

BUILD SUCCESSFUL 

Total time: 8 seconds 

Primary Model Validation Trace from Validator 

Reading model Authorization CM1 from disk ... 

Validating Authorization CM1 

Model container is valid 
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All Classes are valid :) 

All Class Operations are valid :) 

All Message events are valid :) 

Collaboration model element RetrieveDoc is valid :) 

All Owned attributes in RetrieveDoc are valid :) 

Interaction model element RetrieveDoc is valid :) 

All Message Occurrence Specifications in RetrieveDoc are valid :) 

All Messages in RetrieveDoc are valid :) 

All lifelines in RetrieveDoc are valid :) 

Our model and all its model elements meet our validation requirements 

Context Specific Aspect Model Validation Trace from Validator. 

Reading model Authorization CSAMI from disk ... 

Validating Authorization CSAMI 

Model container is valid 

All Classes are valid :) 

All Class Operations are valid :) 

All Message events are valid :) 

Collaboration model element Pointcut is valid :) 

All Owned attributes in Pointcut are valid :) 

Interaction model element Pointcut is valid :) 

All Message Occurrence Specifications in Pointcut are valid :) 

All Messages in Pointcut are valid :) 

All lifelines in Pointcut are valid :) 

Collaboration model element Advice is valid :) 

All Owned attributes in Advice are valid :) 

Interaction model element Advice is valid :) 

All Message Occurrence Specifications in Advice are valid :) 

All Messages in Advice are valid :) 
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All lifelines in Advice are valid :) 

Our model and all its model elements meet our validation requirements 
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Appendix B Test Cases 

B.1 Test Case 1 - Composition with multiple join points 

Test Case 1 Primary Model 

] Login 

j customei: Customer m| server: Server 

Figure B.1.1: Test Case 1 Primary Model 

Test Case 1 Generic Aspect Model (GAM) 

ED Pointcut _ Advice 

| lclient: [Client y |server:|Server 

1: loperation ( ) 

I client: |Client 

2: Iretry ( ) 

(a) Pointcut 

I server: | Server 

1: loperation ( ) 

|handle_error ( ) 

3: Iretry ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure B.1.2: Test Case 1 Generic Aspect Model 

Mark Model 

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="ISO-8859-l"?> 
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<xmi:XMI xmi:version="2 . 0" xmlns:xmi= 
Directives'^ 

"http://www.omcr.ora/XMI" xmlns="Bindinct-

<BindingDirective parameter=" I client" binding="customer"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter= "|server ' binding="server"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter= "|Client ' binding="Customer"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter= "I Server ' binding="Server"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter= "I reply" binding="try again"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter=" I operation" binding="login"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter= " | handle_ error" binding="save bad attempt"/> 

</xmi:XMI> 

Ant Script - TestCasel.xml 

<project name="TestCasel" default="ComposeSequenceDiagram"> 

<property name="outPath" value="../output models/WMASDs/1/" /> 

<target name="ComposeSequenceDiagram" depends="loadMetamodels"> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="PRIMARY" metamodel="UML2" 
path="../input models/WMASDs/Primary Model II.uml" /> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="ASPECT" metamodel="UML2" 
path="../input models/WMASDs/Generic Security Aspect Model.uml" /> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="BIND" metamodel="BD" 
path="../input models/WMASDs/Security-Bindings.xmi" /> 

<am3.atl path="Instantiate.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

<inModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

<inModel name="BD" model="BD"/> 

<inModel name="PRIMARY" model="PRIMARY"/> 

<inModel name="ASPECT" model="ASPECT"/> 

<inModel name="BIND" model="BIND"/> 

coutModel name="CONTEXTSPECIFIC" model="CSAMl" metamodel="UML2"/> 

<library path="PointcutMatchHelpers_v2.0.asm"/> 
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</am3.atl> 

<am3.atl path="Compose.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

<inModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

<inModel name="PRIMARY" model="PRIMARY"/> 

<inModel name="ASPECT" model="CSAMl"/> 

<outModel name="COMPOSED" model="CMl" metamodel="UML2"/> 

<library path="PointcutMatchHelpers v2.0.asm"/> 

</am3.atl> 

<am3.atl path="Instantiate.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

CinModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

<inModel name="BD" model="BD"/> 

<inModel name="PRIMARY" model="CMl"/> 

<inModel name="ASPECT" model="ASPECT"/> 

<inModel name="BIND" model="BIND"/> 

coutModel n ame="CONTEXT SPECIFIC" model="CSAM2" metamodel = "UML2"/> 

<library path="PointcutMatchHelpers v2.0.asm"/> 

</am3.atl> 

<am3.atl path="Compose.asm" allowInterModelReferences="true"> 

<inModel name="UML2" model="UML2"/> 

<inModel name="PRIMARY" model="CMl"/> 

<inModel name="ASPECT" model="CSAM2"/> 

<outModel name="COMPOSED" model="FinalCM" metamodel="UML2"/> 

•clibrary path="PointcutMatchHelpers v2.0.asm"/> 

</am3.atl> 

<am3 saveModel model="CSAMl" path="${outPath}TestCaselCSAMl.uml"/> 

<am3 saveModel model="CMl" path="${outPath}TestCasel CMl.uml"/> 

<am3 saveModel model="CSAM2" path="${outPath}TestCasel CSAM2.uml"/> 

<am3 saveModel model="FinalCM" path="${outPath}TestCasel CM2.uml"/> 

</target> 
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<target name="loadMetamodels"> 

<!-- Load UML metamodel --> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="UML2" metamodel="MOF" 
nsUri="http://www.eclipse.org/uml2/2.1.0/UML"/> 

<am3.loadModel modelHandler="EMF" name="BD" metamodel="MOF" 
path="../metamodels/BindingDirectives.ecore" /> 

</target> 

</project> 

Test Case 1 Context Specific Aspect Model (CSAM) 1 

Produced after 1st Iteration. 

P i Pointcut P~1 Advice 

login ( ) 

try_again ( ) 

Test Case 1 Composed Model 1 (after 1st Iteration) 

, .Login 

Ej customer.Customei j @ server :Server 
i login ( ) I 

save_bad_attempt ( ) 
try_again ( ) 

try_again ( ) 

Figure B.1.4: Test Case 1 Composed Model 1st Iteration 
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Test Case 1 CSAM 2 after 2nd (final) Iteration 

ED Pointcut 

customer:Customer h M server:Server 

ED Advice 

• customer:Customer i j B server: Server 
login ( ) 

try_again ( ) 

(a) Pointcut 

login ( ) 

save_bad_attempt ( 

try_again ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure B.1.5: Test Case 1 CSAM final Iteration 

Test Case 1 Final Composed Model 

Produced after 2nd (final) Iteration. 

ED Login 

j customenCustomer i j l=j server:Server 

1: login ( ) 

3: try_again ( ) 

4: login ( ) 

6: try.again ( ) 

2: save_bad_attempt ( ) 

5: save_bad_attempt ( ) 

Figure B.1.6: Final Composed Model 
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B.2 Test Case 2 - Messages with simple arguments 

Test Case 2 Primary Model 

b£J login 

j customer:Customer I [ y server:Server 

l : login (id = "userl") j 

3 customer2:Customer i : Q server2: Server 

Figure B.2.1: Test Case 2 Primary Model 

Test Case 2 GAM 

E£j Pointcut _.. Advice 

j customer2:Customer y serv©'2:Server 

login (id = - ) 

J customer2:Customer : j=J server2:Server I 

try_again ( errJd = - ) 

t login (id = "user3") 

save_bad_attempt 

ti y_again ( err Jd = 1) 

( J 

(a) Pointcut 

(b) Advice 

Figure B.2.2: Test Case 2 GAM 
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Mark Model 

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="ISO-8859-l"?> 

<xmi:XMI xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" xmlns="Bindinq-
Directives"> 

<BindingDirective parameter="|client" binding="customer2"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter="|server" binding="server2"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter= 

<BindingDirective parameter= 

<BindingDirective parameter= 

<BindingDirective parameter= 

<BindingDirective parameter= 

</xmi:XMI> 

I Client" binding="Customer"/> 

I Server" binding="Server"/> 

I reply" binding="try_again"/> 

loperation" binding="login"/> 

Ihandle_error" binding="save_bad_attempt"/> 

Test Case 2 CSAM 

- Pointcut 

customer: Customer ; servei :Server 

ED Advice 

I customer:Customer servenServer : 

login ( ) 

try_again ( ) 

login ( ) 

save_bad_attempt ( j) 

try_again ( ) 

(a) Pointcut 

(b) Advice 

Figure B.2.3: Test Case 2 CSAM 
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Test Case 7 Composed Model 2 (final) 

ED login 

J customeriCustorner ; r Q server:Server J ajstomer2:Customer ; r y server^Sarver 

login (id = "user3") 

] save_bad_attempt ( ) 
try_again ( err_id = 1) 

login (id = "user4") 

okU ' 

Figure B.2.4: Test Case 2 Composed Model 
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B.3 Test Case 7 - Pointcuts with wildcards 

Primary Model 

P I Login 

i Q customer: Customer ' P server: Server 

[ 0 / ] 

login ( ) 

J [ 0 / ] 
1 J 

[valid] 

o k ( ) 
[valid] 

tiy_again ( ) 

j 

Figure B.3.1: Test Case 7 Primary Model 

Test Case 7 GAM 

t J Pointcut ED Advice 

i f: § Idient:JGIient Q ]seiver:|Seiver client:|Client Q (server:ISeiver Q display:Display 

1: loperation ( ) 

(a) Pointcut 
loperation ( ) 

T 

IdoSomething C ) 

display ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure B.3.2: Test Case 7 GAM 
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Mark Model 

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="ISO-8859-l"?> 

<xmi:XMI xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" xmlns="Bindinq-
Directives"> 

<BindingDirective parameter="|client" binding="customer"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter="|server" binding="server"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter="|Client" binding="Customer"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter="|Server" binding="Server"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter="|operation" binding="*"/> 

<BindingDirective parameter="|doSomething" binding="save_bad_attempt"/> 

</xmi:XMI> 

Test Case 7 CSAM 1 

Pointcut 

] customei :Customei IL server:Server 
i otcf ) i 

H i Advice 

t y customeriCustomer: ; f y server:Serwer i r y display:Display 

(a) Pointcut 

save_bad_attempt 

ok( ) 

t ) 

display ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure B.3.3: Test Case 7 CSAM 1 
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Test Case 7 Composed Model 2 (final) 

t£J Login 

customer:Customer § s § server:Server I i § display:Display 

[0,*] 
login ( ) 

[0,*] 

[valid] 

_ 

save 

ok ( ) 

_bacLattempt [ ) 

display [ ) 

[valid] 

_ 

save 

ok ( ) 

[valid] 

_ 

try_again ( ) 

[valid] 

_ 

Figure B.3.4: Test Case 7 Composed Model 1 

Test Case 7 CSAM 2 

: E] Pointcut 

} eustorner:Customer B ser*er:Ser«er h 
try_again ( ) i 

[Ji Advice 

j Q custarnenCustomer < s Q server:Server i I 3 display: 

(a) Pointcut try_again ( ) 

bad_attempt ( ) 
display ( ) 

(b) Advice 

Figure B.3.5: Test Case 7 CSAM 2 
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Test Case 7 Composed Model 2 (final) 

PI Login •; 

customer: Customer server:Server | display: Display 

I [0/] 

[valid] 

[] 

login ( ) 

save _bacj_attempt ( ) 

ok ( ) 

save 

try_again ( ) 

display ( ) 

_bad_attempt ( ) 

display ( ) 

Figure B.3.6: Test Case 7 Final Composed Model 
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Appendix C Model Validation on RSA 7.5 
Rational Software Architect 7.5 allows for validation of UML models. It checks the mod-

el and model elements against UML constraints (hopeful all of them). To validate a mod-

el we first have to import the model into the tool. After creating a project: 

1. Right-click on the project and select Import. 

2. The tool will present an Import dialog as shown below. 

M 
Wifitfi . 

Select 
Import a UML 2.1 (.uml) model into a project folder. 

Select an import source; 

filter text 

S) & Run/Debug 
03 & Team 
ffl & Transformations 
B & Other 

fi Ecore Model 
UML 2.1 Model 

A. 

UML 2,1 XMI Interchange Model 

; Back Next > Finish Cancel 

Figure C.l: Start Import UML 2.1 Model 

3. Select to import a UML 2.1 Model and click the next button. 

4. On the next screen shown in the next page, click on the Browse button to browse 

to the .uml file and click the Finish button to import the model. 
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j y 
UML M o d e l 

Import a UML (.uml) model into a project folder. 

Source Files: Z:\aspect weaving\TestCasel\CM.uml Browse. 

Into folder: TestCasel Browse. 

Options ~ 

0 Open Imported Models 

0 Recreate IDs 

< Back Next: Finish Cancel 

Figure C.2: Finish Import UML 2.1 Model 

5. Your model should then be imported and listed in the Models folder like as shown 

below. 

T6 
a 
ii-
a 
i 

Project Explorer U 
Class Diagrams 

k 3 Document Exchange Server 
le? Logging Aspect 

Logging Aspect Advanced 
fc? Model Validation 

Phone Plan 
£ § Diagrams 
+- S Models 

Practice Manual creation of SD uml models 
fe3 PUMA 
k ? Test 

B ^ 

rfi (2Diagrams 
S <gl Models p f 

Primary Model composed with Notify Call Waiting Aspect Model 
Weaving Multiple Aspects in SDs 

Figure C.3: View Imported Model 

6. Right click on the model and select Validate as shown on the screen shot on the 

next page. 
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Tr̂ ject Explorer S3: 
GB ksf Class Diagrams 
ffl- & Document E 
fi-& Logging Asp 
Hp Logging Asp 

Model Valida 
Phone Plan 

I H - S Diagram 
| frfil Models 

i Practice M< 
PUMA 

(S © Test 
a TestCasel 

IS { H Diagram 
Models 

SHSlB 
S3 Weaving Mu 

B % ^ = n 

Add UML S> 
Add Diagram • 

New &> 

Add Shortcut 

Open 
Open With t> 
Close 
Close All 
Save As.,. 

Navigate 
Visualize 

Rename 
Ref actor • 

X Delete 

Import Model Library... 
Import... 
Export... 

" S Outline i " P l i T 
iAn outline is not avail Refresh F5 

i s Modeling References 

! i Find/Replace... ! 

Figure C.4: Validate Imported Model 

7. The tool will validate your model and return errors or warnings, if any, on the 

Problems view. 

IS Properties [ Tasks I S Console i G§I Bookmarks .'„ Problems cZ 

O errorSj l warning, 0_others _ 
n Description ; ^ 
! H & Warnings (1 item) 
\ (kj IRJA0137W "<Interaction> Login" contains two or more indistinguishable members named "<Message Oc 

Figure C.5: Validation Warnings Example 

8. You can right click on the warning to view what constraint was violated. 
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Warnings (1 itero) 

ISCW 
M Delete 

Saw to 

:tion> Login* contains two or mors distinguishable members named' 

Qrl+C 

Gtrl+ft 

Figure C.6: View Validation Warnings Details 

9. RSA will return a Constraint Definition like the one shown below giving details 

of the violated constraint. 

Constraint Members of a namespace are distinguishable 

Constraint categories: 
3 0 1 * 2 , 1 

* 0 Modal Quaky DSnerwrts 
- [7] UML 2,1 Specification 

fcs 0 Classes Package 
si £3 Kernel 

Select censfcrarts la enable: 
: i G3 Members of a namespace are istirsguisfiabte 

Constraints appfcabie to al UML 2.1 named elemeris and namespaces. 

[ Restore 0ef«jlt51 I Apply 

OK Caned 

Figure C.7: Violated Constraint Details 

In this case the model violates the constraint which says that all named elements 

must have a unique name. Our MessageOccurrenceSpecifications from the advice 

were given the same name. 
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Appendix D Creating a Sequence Diagram 
from a UML model in RSA 
1. After importing the UML model into RSA, navigate to the model's Interaction. 

2. Right click on the Interaction and select Add Diagram —> Sequence Diagram. 

Project Explorer £3 

S Test 
3 TestCasel 

I® S Diagrams 
3 Models 

£s Bd Primary Model II composed with Security Aspect Model 
® @ Customer 
Sr[=| Server 
S-'®' Login 

i ~C| customer 
(• S server 

B = O ? 
A 

, (Standi 
$ S i Primary Moi 
Si-Eg Security A: 

Security As • 

Navigate 
Visualize 
Instantiate 

Figure D.l: Add Sequence Diagram. 

3. RSA will generate a sequence diagram and prompt you for a name for the sequence 

diagram. 

ct Explorer 
i Ee§ server 

: i f l Login 

a ™ *SequenceDiagraml 
customer :Customer server: Server 

i'J Login 

? server 
^ login 
% login 
% save_bad_attempt 
% try_again 
% try_again 

aspect_10 
aspect_5 
aspect_6 
aspect_7 
aspect_8 
aspect_9 
mosl 
mos2 
mos3 

3 customer:Customer j server :Server 
login ( ) 

sava3ia3Lattempt ( ) 

try_again ( ) 

login ( ) 

try_again ( ) 

Figure D.2: Generated SD. 

4. Enter the name for your sequence diagram and save. 
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File Edit Diagram Navigate Search Project Run Modeling Window Help 

j CI! " j -. c a v'la 'i'i f| r \ A 

1 
3 • 11 H loginSD S3 ! G(b Profed Explorer S3 \ B % 

SB 
a - E ] Lodn 

- e m 
• ! customer 

server 
login 
login 

" % save_bad_afctempt 
• ^ try_again 

try_again 
• :<H aspect_10 

aspect, 5 
asDect 6 lilt 

l i t customer:Customer serveriServa-
j, Hi Logoni 

Q customenCustomer i r § servenServer 
I login ( ) I 

Ba3l_atternpt () 

L try_again ( ) 

•E Outline S3 

B E3 Login 
Queries 

FH Login 

N c f login ( ) 

try_again ( ) 

Figure D.3: Final Generated Sequence Diagram. 
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Appendix E PointcutMatchHelpers Library 
Helper name Return type Purpose 

adviceMOSEncoding() String A tagging string for advice MOSs 

getAspectFragments(sd) Sequence Returns MOSs and CFs from a given SD 

from the aspect model. 

getPrimaryFragments() Sequence Returns MOSs and CFs from a given SD 

from the primary model. 

getFragments() Sequence Returns MOSs and CFs within the con-

text CF. 

getFragments() Sequence Returns MOSs and CFs within the con-

text Interaction Operand. 

sameEventType(el, e2) Boolean Returns true if the given MessageEvents 

are both ROE or SOE 

PairwiseMatchFragments 

(src, tgt) 

Boolean Checks if the fragments at the same in-

dex from src and tgt sequences are 

"equal". 

getBinding(name) String Retrieves the binding value from the 

mark model for the given template para-

meter. 

bindingDefined(String) Boolean Returns true if a binding value exists for 

the given parameter. 

samePropertyType(pct, core) Boolean Returns true if the given Properties have 

the same type (class). 

equals(mos) 

Context = MOS 

Boolean Checks if the context and supplied 

MOSs are equivalent. 
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

invalidMO SName() Boolean Returns true if the context MOS has 

been tagged meaning it was added from 

a previous composition iteration 

getLifelineMOS() Sequence Returns MOSs that cover the context 

lifeline. 

getAspectSD (name) Interaction Returns an SD (Advice or Pointcut) from 

the Aspect Model. 

getMessageLifelines (m) Sequence Returns the sender and receiver lifelines 

for the given message. 

getSDLifelines (sd) Sequence Returns all lifelines in a given SD. 

getSDMessages (sd) Sequence Returns all messages in a given SD. 

createMOSName (code, idx) String Generates a name for the context MOS 

given our tagging string and MOS index 

in the sequence of MOS. 

fromAspectModel() 

Context = Model 

Boolean Returns true if the context model is from 

the aspect model. 

fromAspectModel() 

Context = Interaction 

Boolean Returns true if the context Interaction is 

from the aspect model. 

fromPrimaryModel() 

Context = Model 

Boolean Returns true if the context model is from 

the primary model. 

fromPrimaryModel() 

Context = Message 

Boolean Returns true if the context message is 

from the primary model. 

notInPrimaryModel() 

Context = Class 

Boolean Returns true if the context class is from 

the primary model. 
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

notInPrimaryModel() 

Context = MessageEvent 

Boolean Returns true if the context MessageEvent 

is from the primary model. 

notInPrimaryModel() 

Context = Operation 

Boolean Returns true if the context operation is 

from the primary model. 

equals(c) 

Context = Class 

Boolean Returns true the context class is the same 

as the supplied class; that is, if they have 

the same name. 

classMatch (cl , c2) Returns true if the two classes are equal. 

equals(o) 

Context = Operation 

Boolean Returns true if the context operation is 

the same as the supplied operation. 

equals(e) 

Context = MessageEvent 

Boolean Returns true if self is the same as the 

supplied event; that is, they are of the 

same type and have the same operation. 

equals(f) 

Context = CombinedFragment 

Boolean Returns true if the context CF is the 

same as the given interaction fragment 

which also has to be CF. 

equals(f) 

Context = InteractionOperand 

Boolean Returns true if the context interaction op-

erand is equal to the given interaction 

fragment. 

getMOSs() 

Context = InteractionOperand 

Sequence Returns all MOSs enclosed by the con-

text interaction operand. 

getMOSs() 

Context = CombinedFragment 

Sequence Returns all MOSs enclosed by the con-

text CF. 

PairwiseMatchOperands 

(src,tgt) 

Boolean Returns true if the given sequences of 

operands have matching pair of oper-
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Helper name Return type Purpose 

ands, that is, the operands at the same in-

dex are equal. 

PairwiseMatchMOSs (src, tgt) Boolean Checks if the elements at the same index 

from the src and tgt sequence are equal. 

joinPointsFragments() Sequence Returns fragments at the start of the join 

points. 

getMaxInt() ValueSpe-

cificationAc-

tion 

Returns the maxlnt value of the given In-

teraction constraint. 

getMinlntQ ValueSpe-

cificationAc-

tion 

Returns the minlnt value of the given In-

teraction constraint. 

Table 10: Helpers from the PointcutMatchHelpers Library 
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